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Holland City News.
VOL. Ill— NO.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JUNE

19.

®he $oUand

§wss.

(fiiitjj

iHlurhcts.

TTAVEHKATE,G, J.
JLl

A HON, 1st Ward llardware Store; sell cheaper than any other;

8th street.

AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPEE,

Produce,Etc.

PUULI8IIBD EVEHY 8ATUHDAY AT

SOLUM

CITY,

-

-

H10B10M,
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

G. B.

D0ES3URG &

V bushel .................$
Beans, W bushel ...................8
Butter, V lb.
fgs,

V

doien

14

U

....................

JJ

Co., Published.
green l*' lb ................. b
iga. . V
.
___
Maple sugar,
lb
1 50
Onions,$ bushel ................ } j®
1 10
Potatoes, V bushel ............... 1 00
Timothy Heed, $) bushel ...........
Wool, ......................

12.00 pirjaar Is adunce.

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONB.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

...

Ono Bqiureof

ten linen, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for first Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent Insertion for any period under three

month8-

.O
1

8 m.

1

3 50
.................. 5 00
............... 8 00
10 00
.............. 17 00
........... 25 00

2 •»
3 “

8 00
00
00 17 00
00 15 00
00 40 OO
00 05 00

5
8
10
17
25
40

“
“

u

y

. «
6 m. I 1 y.
00

00

10

Meats, Etc.
Beef, dressed V lb ................
j ......
Chickens,dressed per lb ...............8
Lard, W lb ...... ....'. ................... 1J
Pork, dressed W lb .....................
7
Smoked meat, V lb...., ................

NotlceBof^rirthsIl,MarrlageB, and Deaths published without charge.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date,
{jr AH advertising bills collectable quarterly.
11

.

»
“

be.ch,

•• green ..................
Hemlock Bark ...........................
8 00
Staves, white oak ....................13 00®ll5 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00® 8 50
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 50
Stave bolts, softwood.......................
3 fit)
Stave bolts, hardwood ...................... 4

0

ties,

................................

Grain, Feed, Etc.

MUU.)

@ $ 1 25
Corn, shelled W bushel
70
Oats, V bushel ....................
45
Buckwheat, V bushel
80
Rye, V bushel ...................
85
Bran, V ton ...............
. ........
18 00
Feed, V ton ......................
30 00
fllOOlb .....................
170
Barley, V 100 lb ...................2 75
Middling. V 100 lb ................. 1 50
Flour, W 100 lb ..........
3 75
Pearl Bariev, V 100 lb ..............6 00
7 00
Buckwheat Flour, $100 lb
4 50
Fine meal, $100 lb
2 00
Wheat, white $ bushel ...... .... $1 20

Taken Effect, Sunday, May

.............
.............

@

GOING

NlghlEx. Mall.
A. m.
P. M.

STATIONS.

9.00
11.30

9.10
12.15
A. M.
8.37

p.m.

A. in.

Chicago.
New Buffalo.

8.00
4.55

6.30
8.05

Gr.Junctlon.
Pennivllle.
Manlius.

1.45
12.51
12.48
12.40
12.25
12.05
A. M.
11.30
11.16
11.09
10.57
11.42
10.35
10.15
9.40
8.15
6.45

p.

P. ID.

3.15
8.56
4.07
4.10

4.31

•

“

Mall

4.35

4.2.'.

Richmond.
Z.Saugatuck

4.55

Holland.

5.10
5.21
5.27
5.35
5.48
6.15
6.82
7.20
8.25
10.00

New Holland
OUtc.

5.35

6.07
6.25
7.10
7.28
8.00

Ottawa.
Robinson.
Spoonvllle.
Nunlca.
Proltport.

Muskegon.
Montague.
Pentwater.

m-

11.40
10.55

.'

'i6.'4i‘
'ioicis'

guiiinc^ Dircctoni.

9.22

Attorneyi.

Repress.
m.
5.20
5.34
5.47
6.00
6.13
6.19
6.40

p.

.

Jennlson's.
Grandvllle.
Gr. Rapids.

W., Attorney at Law andSolicitor in Chancery; ofllcc with M. D. Howard, cor. Eighth and River streets.

10.00
9.46
9.83
9.20
9.07
9.01
8.40

doing
No. 4
p.

9
8
7
7
6
5
4

m.
(10

05
50
05
20
30
00

Going

North.
No. 2
p.

m.

m.

p.

Muskegon

12 45
12 04
12 00
11 27
11 00
10 40
9 50

a.

m.

Proprietorof the Pioneer
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th st: it*

INNER ANT, J

13

pESSINK, Mrs.

l

this

L., Proprietress of City Bakery;
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In
line served on call; 8th street.

Fillmore
Allegan

21,

IV

RAPIDS

Express. Mall.
P. M.
4 50
5 05
5 18
5 33
5 43
5 80
'6 10
6 34
6 41
6 55
7 10
7 32
7 48
7 87
8 07
8 17

A. M.
8 00
8 15
8 28
8 43
8 52
9 00
9 20
9 44
9 52
10 05
10 20
10 41
10 66
11 08
11 18
11 28
11 89
11 45
A. M.
11 85
P.M.
8 20
P.M.
5 85
P. M.
10 10

Grandvllle.
Byron Centre.
Dorr.

Hilliards.
Hopkins.

A.
10
9
9
9
9
9
8

“

Good

a question

to

Dealer
In ready made clothing auu Gents' Furnishing Goods.

VORST,

W., Merchant Taylor. Cloth purchased elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing
promptly attended to. River street.

V

Rotary Public*.

moaning of some unimportant words, that

X.
00
47
32
17
OS
00
88
13
06
46
35
14
58
48

P.
8
8
8

‘

All you colored

say, Uncle Billy,
bill

-

at

de

rise

you

808

queen

as the

of

domestic

of the house,

wo-

and man to

care for and protect her in all matters of

provisions ob dat the world.

The
dat

whole law

I say that the

life, contained in the Bible, is that of

:

fust!’ And

say

’bout provisions,

references to Catherine of Russia,

&c., are equal to the philosophy of the

man, who

Josiar?”

Napole-

after reading the life of

—

U

I

provisions in dat Bill ?”

VAN

riLOBTINGH,A., Book-Binder,and

of the Peace
land City Nem.

V

SCHELVEN,

O.. Notary Public. Justice

and Conveyancer;Office, Hol-

“Jess
Bill

-

so,

Uncle; de provisionsob de two of the champions

Joan

d’Arcs, or Catherines, and able to lead our

”

“ Stop right dale, Josiar.

of suffrage,are

Ef

dar’s pro-

armies, or govern our

land.

But, we don’t

WAL811' H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, visions in dat Bill, I want a sack ob Hour
CO., Dealers In Books,
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug dis berry minnit.”
IV Stationery, Toys, Notions and Candles;op Wore, 8th street.
posite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Beecher -Tilton.
Palston.
Boot* and Shoe*.
& KRUIDENIER, House A Carriage
Tiik effortsof the late Congregational
ULFERDINK a WESTERUOF, GeneraldcalPainters;shop over Vaarwerk's Grocery
JUJ ers In Boots and Shoes ; repairing neatly done ; Store, First Ward, Eighth street.
Council, in the case of the Rev. Henry

think so.

River street.

ideas of the absolutepower that Victoria

T.,

A

VV

E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.;

OPRIIT8MA, L. A SON, Dealers In

O

He says that England’s greatness
her fact that “

a waman

t

is

due to

u/?s all Great

Britain.” If the gentleman would study
the government of England for a few hours

we would

venture the assertion,that his

Ward Beecher have not succeeded in alwields, would be greatly changed. Let
T AUDER GEORGE, Photographs and Gems laying the public demand that the Ply\j in all the various styles anu sizes; Gallery mouth Church shall investigate the slan- him take the Ministry, and the House of
on Eighth Street.
Commons, if he wishes to know where the
der started by Tilton and Bowen against
Photograph*.

TTEROLD,

M.
55
40
it

when
man

”

“What’s

But

any reader will most surely agree with me,

when de day

lived, dey’ll sing out

gemmen

no referencewhatever to the grand

gospel of salvation, that it teaches.

on, loaded up his shot gun, and sallied
“ Well, Uncle Billy, as I was gwine on
T\OESBURG, H., Notary Public and Conveyanforth to conquer the world, as he had
to state, de provisions oh dat Rill
”
cer; office at residence, Ninth street.
done.
Perhaps Mr. Star, imagines that
“ Stop right dar, Josiar. You say dar’s
I30ST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Susan
B.
Anthony and Mrs. Woodhull,
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col-

slreet.

dealer In
Books and Stationery ; River street.

ob resurrection am

differ-

this hook the cauoeof al-

most endless contentions, in respect lo the

gwiue to be allowed to be have

us on top de while folks, so

13

make

ent writers

Uncle Billy. And say, Uncle

Billy, we’s

upon minor questions by the

tions,

gracius! is dat so, Josiar?”

“ Jess so,

IIOSMAN, J. W.,
Viler
Merchant Taylor,and

lections made In Hollandand vicinity.

Express. Mail.

Grand Rapids.

Dealer In all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

Merchast Tailor*.

TO GR'ND RAPIDS. Eighth street.

STATIONS.

go

and de rule ob thrice.”

First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

ITUITE, J.,

IV

Billy, we’s gwine to be allowed lo

P.,

plNNEKANT,Miss A. M., Dealer in Books A
13 Stationary; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River

ll

FROM GR’ND

(successors to

WEYMAK
VY

1874.

of public

life. Bible arguments are ever useless in

say, Uncle

French, Choctaw, algeebroy, rheumatics,

IT LEYS,

IT EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

TTANTERS, L.

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.
Taken Effect, Sunday, June

BROWER

Banking and Exchange.

\J

2 15 7 00
8 00
2 53
2 56
8 10
3 30
9 05
3 58 11 C)
4 18 11 30
5 10 1 00

FerrysburR
Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland

And

yANDERHAAR.

Bonth.

No.l No.l

8TATI0NS.

ERG'S A

Beat Market*.

Book* and Stationery.

1874.

22,

“ Jess so, Uncle Billy.

affairs

Dutton A Thompson), Engineers and Ma-

Bakeries.

Expresa
p.m.

1M0

Monday, June

prominent parts in the

“ Is dat so, Josiar?*'

of such modern import as woman suffrage. Differencq of opinion in rede white schools and set upon de platform
chinists. Sue Advertisement.
gard to how verses and chapters are to l>c
wid de teacher and learn gebography, trigyEEB CARL, Proprietor of Holland Brewery:
construed, and the numerous contradictenth street, opposite Tannery of Cappon A gennenometry,gehominy,Latin, Dutch,

WINTERS

River streets.

Effect,

II.

V

\fC BRIDE. O.

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.
Taken

W..A

CO., Proprietorsof the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

aVI

1874.

12.00
11.46
11.38
11.20
11.07
11.01

Hudson.

tentiary.”

VERBEEK,

buried in italic coffins wid looking-glasses
J., Attorney at Law, Collecting and
H. Dealer in Fresh, Salt, on top ob dem, and dey will hab to carry
\
PensionClaim Agent. Office, East of r‘ City
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
Hotel.*’
us on a hearse to de grabeyard and bury
and twine; 8th street.

A. tn.

Holland.
Zeeland.
Vriesland.

Proprietors

O

*8.45'

Mall.

m.

4.50
5.04
5.17
8.30
5.43
5.49
6.10

1

L Notary Public; River street

II

STATIONS.

Africa

themselvesand wait on us without grumb- much agony.
He quotes at length to show that the
of Ptugger Mils: (Steam Saw ana Flour lin’, and wheneber de boss ob dc concern
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
women of America, are capable of managshoves a bill at us, we’ll hab him sent lo
OCOTT, W. J., Planing. Matching,Scroll-saw- Washingtonand obscured in the plenipo- ing the ship of State, because in Bible hising and Moulding; River street.
tory we have examples of women who took

PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

J

24,

Old

street.

fOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

GOING SOUTH.

GOING NORTH.
Mall.

V

/\RT, F.

Sunday, May

Effect,

Young

Bertsch.

8.90
7.59

great phil-

a fund of vided attention, for several years says,
“ that love of self is the original motive of
information, and acquainted him

Africa imported lo

vV

Grand Rapids Branch.
Taken

...........
®
..........

................

"9.05

much candor. Some

osopher, after giving the subject his undi-

In
LANDEGEND A MEL1S, Dealers
,
Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple- valuable
ments; Eighth street.
with all the gorgeous provisions of the all our actions.” This Mr. Star however,
must be an exceptionto this rule, for surefiotlll.
bill, as follows:
ly it requires utter disregardof self, to inA ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor.
“ Well, Uncle Billy, Sumner’s Civil
/V First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to afid
Rights Bill has passed de Senate ob do form the reader at the outset that, “ a fool
from the Trains. Eighth street
can ask questions,” thus preparing him for
United States widout a murmur.”
/~HTY HOTEL. E. Killogo A Son, Proprietors.
the questions that follow, fartherdown the
“ Is dut so, Josiar?”
\J Built in 1873; Furnished Inelegant style, and
a first-class hotel throughout.
column. We think that such remarks are
“ Jess so, Uncle Billy. And sny, Uncle
'DHOENIX HOTEL. J. Ryder, Propriety Billy, we colored pussons is gwine to see not only unnecessary,for no person would
opposite theC. A M. L. 8. R. It. Depot; gpod
whose purvisionsis in de pot. We are think otherwise, after reading the “quesaccommodation; building and furniture new. .
gwine to be allowed to ride free on de rail- tions,” hut positively showing a tendency
Livery and Sale Stable*.
to the Roman Catholic confession. In fact
roads, smoko in de ladies’ car, and put
aide; new
ENTER, G. B. Liven1 and Sale Hta
one feet on de percussionsob de seats it is worse, for they only confess to their
> bam ; opposite City Ilotel; Market stp.-et
priest, while you are establishing a precewheneber we please.”
p00NE.II.,Livery and Sale Stably; Market
dent, by bringing your weakness into the
“ Is dat so, Josiar V”
13
^
News, for general circulation.But hop“ Jess so, Uncle Billy. And say, Uncle
VTIBBELINK, J. H„ Livery and Sale Stable;
ing that If you wish to inform the world of
li good accommodation
for
horses;
ttth
street,
act
Billy, we’s gwine lo be al'owcd to stop at
near Market.
any more of your ‘‘peculiarities,”
you will
de hotels, and eat de head ob de table, and
Xannfactorlei,Xllli, Shop*, Xtc.
hub de biggest slices ob dc chickens,and take a less public method of procedure, wo
ITEALD, K.K., Manufacturerof and Dealer In lay around in de parlor, and spit on de will devote a few columns to the considerll Agricultural Implements; commission agent
ation of the subject, that is causing you so
carpets, and make dc white trash hustle
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.

®

GOING NORTH.

/

VAN

80®

1874.

24,

DER VEEN,

1

(Corrected by the “Ptugger

Chicago & Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.

exhibit so

his uncle. After the ardent youth had got
neral lUraK., Dealer In General
his partner wedged in a corner,
et.
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.

yAN

-jA-

Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
8

Railroad

•

1

.

Wood, Staves, Etc,

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three

for the “starry” effort,

T

18 ....................
D
Smoked shoulders, V Ib.-rrs ............8
Turkeys,^ lb .. .............. ........
Tallow, V
.....................
6 ^

Smoked bam, V

lb

With due respect

pror vons of the Civil Rights Bill was over-

News last week, we
heard in the streets of Atlanta, Ga., beBOON, G. J.. Retail Dealer in all the branch'
of Hardware.A full stock always on hand;
arc nevertheless sorry to see the gentleman
tween a twenty-five year old darkey and
street.

8th

Illaes,

TIfiXS Of SUB3CSIPTI0H

7b the Editor gf the HoUund CUy Newt:

Interesting conversation about the

IV

2 25

00

123.

that appeared in the

IT'

Apples,

An

NO.

“Ocn.M

“ Proviiioni” of the OiYil Elghti BUI.

Hardware.

(Our

WHOLE

27, 1874.

and Manufactnrera of all kind* of Boots and Shoes ; 8th

FhyiieUu*.

Mr. Beecher. The Rev. Leonard Bacon,

government of England

is vested.

street.

In addition to the two facts that woman
A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite has recently been writing in the IndepenS. W. cor. Public Square.
has
now true “representation,”and that
dent to the effect that the Plymouth Church
p\OE8BURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Med!- /“lARPENTER, J. II., Physician, Surgeon and Ac- is doing Mr. Beecher an injusticein allow- the women of America are content with
IJ clnes, Palnta and Oila, Brushes,Ac. Phyconchant. Office and residence on 9th street.
sician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth hi. Strangers are requested to inquire at Van Patten's. ing these charges to remain unanswered, the present system, and do not want the

Bmp

and Medicine*.

1Y

7 66
7 60
Allegan.
7 80
Otsego.
8
7 03
8
6 66
Plalnwell.
EDEBOER, F. 8., Physician and Surgeon:
\7AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Modi7
6 40
Cooper.
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc. : Proprietor of Dr.
Office In Van Landegend's Brick Block, 2d
6 25
7
Kalamazoo.
W. Van Den Berg's Family Medicines; River Si.
Portage.
7
6 03
Schoolcraft
6
5 47
T. D^. HomeopathicPhysician and
6
5 88
Flowerfleld.
Surgeon: office on M. D. Howaud's lot, corMoorepark.
6 38
5 28
ner of 8th and River st.; residence on 10th st.
628
5 18 See advertisement.
Three Rivers.
6 17
5 07
Florence.
828
OCHOUTKN, R. A., Surgeon, Physician ObstetrlDry Qoodi.
5 00
6 10
ConstanUne.
8 36
clan, Regular graduatedami Licensed. OfA.M.
P.M.
P.M.
IIERTSCH, 'D. General dealer In Dry fice at residence, corner 9th and Fish street.
6 00
4 50
White Pigeon.
8 45
13 Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
,cor. Eighth and Market streets.
Siviug Machine*.
• 9 20
10 40
8.20
Chicago.
A.M.
P.M.
A M.
Flour and Feed.
ITANTER8, A. M., Agent for Grover and Ba11 00
11 25
2 30
Toledo.
ker’s Sowing Machines ; Eighth street.
A.M
P.M.
A. M.
O LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers In Flonr and
Cleveland.
7 20
7 05
705
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, Ac., Ac. LaSaddlin.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P. X
1
00 barbo’s old stand, 8th street.— See Advertisement.
12 25
1 10
4 05- Buffalo.
puE VRIES, U., Dealer In Harness, Satchels,
Furniture.
Trunks, Saddles, Whips, Robes, etc.;
Eighth street.
Vf EYER II., A CO., Dealers In allklndsof FnrIvl nltnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, \7AUPELL, H., Manufacturerof and dealer In
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
Harness,Tranks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
The MERCHANTS and SHIPPERS of Holland TIEIDSEMA J. M., A SQN, General Dealers in
and vicinity are hereby notifiedthat the GOODFurniture A Coffins ; Eighth street. See adBtavei, Wood, Bark, Zte.
RICH TRANSPORTATION COMPANY will cany
vertisement.
their freightfrom Chicago to Grand Haven as fol1TANTERS, R., Dealer In Staves, Wood and
lows:
General Dealen.
Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
General Merchandise—Dry Goods, Groceries,

V

T
Li

floor.

POWERS,

.

I
O

O

ftramboat line.

and, while he has extolled Mr. Beecher for right of suffrage,we hold that if such a
his magnanimity of conduct under such as- thing as the granting of the right of sufpersions, he has fiercely denounced Theo- frage should become part of our State Condore Tilton for his agency in setting these
stitution, its effect upon home life would
stories afloat. Though everything else has
failed in moving Mr. Tilton, these Idlers be particularly,a cause of regret that It

have succeeded. Smarting under their had been placed upon the “ tables” of our
fiercenessand bitterness,he has recently laws. No one who will give the subject a

addresseda letter to the trusteesof Ply
moment’s attention, will arrive at any othmouth Church, expressing not only his
willingness but also his desire lo answer er conclusion than, that the introduction
any summons as a witness during the next of politics into the sacred precincts of
IV
thirty days. This letter has caused a very home, with the mother as a voter, and a
decided sensation in the church, foi, while
participant in the “orgies” of elections,
there are many who do not hesitateto stigmatize Tilton as a vilificrand falsifier, would not be for the best Interests of the
13
there are also many who have felt all land.
along that in simple justice to the private
Woman’s influence is a mighty power
reputation of Mr. Beecher,and the public
to-day,
but by her entering into the strife
reputation of the church, this slander
should be publicly investigated,and if un- of party factions,and leaving her natural
true should be forever set at rest. Hither- sphere of usefulness,we well know that
to Mr. Tilton has contemptuously refused
her animate purity, and all the ' clearness
to recognize any document issuing from
IV
Plymouth Church, upon the ground that of true womanhood would, if they were
Tobaeeo and Cigars.
he is not a member of the church, and the not entirely destroyed, feel the evil effects
trustees have virtually sustained him in of such a change. Truly, as the mother,
rpE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
1 Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street. this positionby recognizinghis right to who has the care and early training of the
discontinuehis memuership at his own
Wagonmakin and Blackialthi.
will and pleasure without the concurring future men of the Republic,her power is a
action
of the church. Now, however, he mighty one, and well merits Napoleon’s
pvLIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing comes forward voluntarily and tenders his words, “give me the mothers, and I care
done. Cash paid for Furs.
testimony. If the trustees decline to acnot who rules the land.” It is not wocept it, it can have no other result than to
WatchM and Jmlry.
lead the public to believe that the charges man’s incapability to govern, but whether
A LBERS A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watchma- are true and that the trustees are afraid of it is advisable to lose her refining,purify.

V

IV

Hardware,Crockery, Drugs, Boots A Shoes. Hats
A Caps, etc., at 18c per 100 tbs.
Iron, Nails A Spikes, Lead, Paint, etc., at 15c per
100 lbs.
Grain, Feed, Potatoes in Bags, etc, at 18c per
100 lbs.

bbl.

Bbls Syrup, Whiskey, Oil, Pork, Vinegar, etc,
;at 40c per
„
Bbls Sugar, Rice, Peas, Beans, etc., at 25c per

XYUUR8EMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
L/ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,
Clothingand Feed; River street.

rpfi ROLLER, D.,

Retail Dealer In Dry Goods.
Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

1

r

’bbl.

OTHER FREIGHT IN PROPORTION.

Hats and Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc; River st.
been made with Mr.
D. P. Cut, Receiverof the M. L 8. Railroad, for
the following Rates from Grand Haven to Holland,
kers. The oldest establishmentin the city;
Store, Eighth street.
Inclusiveqf Cartage at Grand Haven:
Eighth street.
Irt class, 2nd class, 3rd class, 4th class,
TX7brkmaN A SONS, General Dealers in Dry
vv Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps, etc.; TOSLIN A BRKYMAN, Watchmakers,Jewel'
10c.
Gralm Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st sj era, and dealers in Fancy Goods ; cor. Eighth
Porturther Information apply to Mr. P. PFANand Market streets.
8TIEHL, Holland, or address:
Qrocorlii-

ARRANGEMENTShave

the testimonyof Mr. Tilton . Mr. Beecher
is either innocent or he is guilty, and Mr.
Tilton is the only witness competent to establish the truth or falsity of the charges,
unless Mr. Bowen be another. If they
therefore fail to accept Mr. Tilton’s offer,
GOODRICH TRASPORTATION CO., pLIETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a
Sidewalk
Plank.
they are giving the public good grounds
Chicago, Ills.
ready market for country prodnee; a choice
to believe the charges, and preparing the
stock
always
on
hand
;
cor.
Eighth
and
Market
st.
Pf-The evening train for Grand Haven, connects
with this line of Steamers. The Boat for Chicago,
A choice lot of dry pine 2-inch call plank for way to utterly subvert Mr. Beecher’s influleaves Grand Haven every evening,except Saturence for good, and to undermine and pull
sale cheap, by H. D. Post. Also, No. 1 Shingles,
days, and waits until the arrival of the M. L. 8.
down Plymouth Church jpto utter ruin.

17c 16c

12c.

ing influence in the

which would,

alas,

homes of the

land,

be sure to be the case^

for the sake of the

Woodhulls, and persons

of that stripe who

clamor

for suffrage.

s

C.

F

Train.

cheap.

Mr. Babcom was taken to the insane asy-.

lum

last

week— just three months from

the day his son Joseph purchased a fiddle.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
G. 8.

DOE8BUBG .t CO., Pcblisuem.

HOLLAND CITY, -

•

MICHIGAN.

NEWS SUMMARY.
The East.

Toe White

Rtockiuge Club,

Chicago, was defeated by the Mutuala, of

of

New

York, at the latter city, on the 18th. Score,
88 to 1.

At

Pittsburgh, Pa., Juno 19, Ernest Ort-

weiu was found guilty of the murder
of the Hamnett family. The defense
admitted the killing, but endeavored to show
emotional insanity. . .There wan considerable
excitement created in the Court-Houseat Now
York, the other day, by the appearance of
William M. Tweed, who had been subpenaed
as a witness. The ex-chief of the defunct ring
was dressed, as in old times, in a dark suit
and white necktie. He is described a* much
thinner than of yore, and his fac.o boars evident traces of mental anxiety.
.

A New Yobk telegramof the 23d June
: “ The announcement on the Stock Ex-

Bays

change of the signing of the Currency

bill

by

the^President,caused great buoyancy in the
market. The passage of the Tariff bill without the clause taxing sales of stocks and gold,
conpled with the above, made the recent
downward tendency of the market give place
to a most sanguine upward movement. There
was an advance of from 1 to 5J percent, in
the speculative share list, and of j per cent,
in gold."

The West.

may he made by letter, giving the bishopric.... J. C. M. Bellow, the great elocu- after a lengthy discussiona vote was reached,
which resulted in the adoption ot the report by 43 Intemipted Essay ou the Mothcr-innames jof not less than
aharenold re of tionist, died in London, June 19.
to 19.... The Senate insisted on its amendments to
Law.
the proposed organization,which should be
A Constantinople telegramannounces a
the PostofflceAppropriation bill, and a conference
accompaniedwith the indorsementof tho
Mr.
Popkins,
who
for seven years has
terrible disaster in the sea of Marmora. The committeewas agreed to.
Senator or Representativeof the district
been
the
owner
of
a preposterously
House.—
A
resolution
was
adopted
appropriating
where the bank in to bo located, giving satis- Turkish vessel Kars, en route for Salonica,
factory information in referenceto the char- was run into by an Egyptian vessel, and sunk $3<X) for the purchase and restoration to the family positive and preternaturallyperplexing
of Gen. lAfayette of the watch presortedby Gen. mother-in-law,has written a lecture.
acter and means of applicants. Applications
in a few minutes. The Kars had 340 persons
will be considered immediately upon their reon board, includingpassengers and crew, and Washington to Lafsyette.... A number of the Sen- He was otn in the back yard last night
ate amendmentsto the Postoffice Appropriation
ceipt, and, if approved, the necessary forms
rehearsing it. Our contributorwas out
of tbs number 920 were drowned ____ A combill were uou-concnrredin, and the bill was sent
for the organization of now banks will be at
promise has been effected in the French As- to a conferencecommittee ...An evening session in his back yard and heard the opening
once transmitted. Under the new apportion- sembly on tho constitutionalbills, by which
held, at which Ben Butler delivered his prom- chapter. It was something like this :
ment all the Western and Southern States tho Government retains the power of appoint- wa#
ised speech in defense of hauboru A Co.
“ No husband who has ever properly
and Territories, with the exception of Col- ing Mayors of cities for the ensuing two years.
Saturday, June 20, —Senate.— Tho second studied his mother-in-law can fail to bo
orado, Montana and Wyoming, will be en- ....The great districts of Banat, Zaraud aim
titled to additionalcirculation.The State of
Szftkmlvarliely. m Hungary,have been inun- section of the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill, as it aware that woman’s perception of heartIndiana will be entitled to about (280,000, dated by the overflowing of the Tneiss, came from the House, which abollahes the Civil
less yillainly and evidences of intoxicaOhio to about (600,000. Minnesota (t>00 000, Kvoroes and Tetucs rivers. Many villages
Service('onnuissiou,and prescribe# rule# for Ibe
and NebrasKa (300,000.The other West- have been destroyed. . .The committee of tho sppoiutmeiit of officer# under the Government, was tion in man is often of that curiously
ern and Southern States will be French Assembly has unanimously resolvedto stricken out by the committee,and a new section fine order of vision which rather exceeds
entitled to much larger amounts.... unseat M. Banc." because of tho sentence im- reported,continuing the Commissionand ap- the best efforts of ordinary microscopes,
Lyman K. Bass, of Buffalo, has been ap- posed upon him by the military tribunal for propriating$150,000 therefor..The rewrt was and subjects the average human mind
agreed to-yeas,32; nays, 10... The Ju.
pointed AssistantSecretaryof the Treasury,
participating m tho doings of the Commune. diclary Committee tunde
adverse to considerableastonishment..The
vine Sawyer.... The bill passed by Congress
re|H>rt upon the petitionof Su#an B. Anthony for
The Brazilian cable has been successfully the remissionof the fine Imposed upon her in the perfect ease with which she can detect
for the distribution of tho Geneva award prov. dee for the auditing of all undisputed claims
laid, and London is now in telegraphic com- United State District Court of the Northern Dis- murderous proclivities, Mormon instiof the owners of vessels destroyed by the Contrict of New York.... Au amendment repealing so
tutes and addiction to maddening
munication with Brazil ____ The House of Lords
federate cruisers by a commission to sit in
much of the Civil Appropriation1)111for this vear
liquors in a daughter’s husband, who,
has
decided
that
in
the
celebrated
Mordaunt
diending June 3<», 1874. a# appropriated $600,000 to
Washington,*nd for the payment of the
losses of insurance companies over and above vorce case. proceedings stiall continue, not- replace worn and mutilatednationalhank uotee to the most searching inspection of
wa# agreed to. ... A mesaage from the President
the premiums received. No provisiou is withstanding the insanity of the lady ____ The relative to the affair# of the District of Columbia everybody else, appears the most waSultan
of
Turkey
has
prohibited
tho
circulamade for tho allowance of war premiums, and
was referred to tho inveetigstiug Committee on tery, henpecked and generally intimithis part of tho battle will Lave to be fought tion of the Bilile in his dominions.
Dhtriet Affairs, and the Committee Hiibsequeutly dated young ma» of his age, is one of
over again. The balance remaining after the
re]H)rtedthat it* views on the subject of the rate
t Lose common illustrations of the infalot intere it on the Districtbonds were unchanged.
payment of these claims will be subjectto the
The Amended Bankrupt Luit.
order of Congress. ^
House.—The powers of the Committee on Arkan- lible acuteness of feminine judgment,
Tho principalpoints of the new Bankrupt
sas Affairs were continued during vacation— yeas, which are doing more and more every
General.
law, just passed by Congress, are as follows
139; nay#, 74.... The report of Uie conference com- day to establish the positive necessity
Mrs. Audubon, widow of tho distinguished
Forty days are allowed to elapse before a mittee on the Currencybill wa* presentedby Mr. of woman’s superior insight and natural
naturalist,died at Shelby ville, Ky., June 18,
merchantor trader who fails to pay his com- Dawes Alter au extended discussion the dispassionatefirmness of mind for tho
aged 88 ; Mrs. Cameron, wife of the Senator, at
report of the committee was agreed
mercialpaper is liable to be thrown into bank- to-yeas, 221; nays, 40.... The Judiciary future wisest exercise of the elective
Harrisburg. Pa., June 19, and M. Jules Janin, the French author, at Paris. June 19, ruptcy. Tho assent of one-fourth in number Committee roi*orted a resolutionfor the im- franchise and most just administrtion
peachmentof Judge Bustecd, of Alabama.... of tho highest judicial office.
aged 70.
and oue-third in value of the creditors is reThe Joint Investigatingcommittee on the Affairs
“It may be said that the mother-in- .
Another new planet has been discovered, quired to throw a debtor into bankruptcy. of the Districtof Columbia,to which was referred
this time by M. Perrotiu, of Berlin. The This provisiondates back to the first of last the President's message, reported that the opinion law is the highest developmentof the
December.Proceedings may be discontinued of the committee re mat usd unchanged, and the supernatural perceptiveand positive
stranger is in a little more than 16 hours of
whenever the debtor pays those secured debts committee was dischargedfrom further consider^. woman, since she usually has superior
Don of the subject... The Supplementary Civilright ascension,and 22$ degrees of south de- which were tho ground of throwing him into
Rights hill was then taken up and faied to passcimation.
bankruptcy, or whenever, with tho consent of yeas. 140; nays, 81-tberc not being two-thirds in opportunitiesfor the study of man in
all stages from marriage to madness,
the court, be tud a majority of tho creditors its favor, a# required under the rule.
plications

-

.

an

:

Gen. Custer telegraphsfrom Fort Lincoln,
nnder date of June 16, that to small party of
Bioax appearedon the river bank opposite
Political.
Fort Borthold Agency the day bofora at 7
o'clock a. m., and commenced tiring into the
The Republicans of Vermont have nomivillage. The Indians from the Agency st nated Judge Peck for Governor, and indorsed
once crossed the river and were mot by about
the President’sveto of tho Currency bill ....
400 Biotix. A short fight toek place, in which
five Itpcso and one Gros Ventres were killed, The Bopublican State Convention of Illinois
and 6ne Wandan mortally wounded. .. The assembled at Springfieldon the 17th of June,
notoriousYounger brothers were recently and nominated Thomas S. Ridgeway, of Galseen and recognized at Malta Bend, in Mis- latin. for State Treasurer,and William B.
souri.... Six union printers have been ar- Powell, of Kane, for Superintendent of Pubrested at Burlington. Iowa, and held in bonds lic Instruction. The currency question was
of t200 each, on a charge of libel, for pub- disposed of by tho passage of the following
lishing as “ rats ’’ certain printers who do not resolutions : That, as one of the consebelong to the Union.

Tue

IllinoisSupreme Court lias declaredthe

Bailway Aid law of 1869, familiarlyknown as

the “grab law," to he unconstitutional ____
The Illinois Supreme Court has sustained the
Board of Equalization in the asHossment of
the capital stock of the Bockford. Bock Island
and 8t. Louis railroad.... The Missouri State

Temperance Convention adjourned at 8t.
Louis on the IHth. Action was had looking
toward more effectual work in the direction of
prohibition.

A moo

of

masked men broke

into the

Greene

county (111.) jail early on the morning of the
21st of June, and took possessionof a

munierer

named

Evans, who was

young
after-

ward found hanging in the outskirts
of the town. Evans was a desperate
ruffian. He has confessed to crimes that
should hang bettor men than he....
number of

fatal cases of trichina spiralis
Ohio. They were
produced by eating balf-cooked sausage ____
The Chicago Tribune of the 22d of June publishes extended reports of the crops along the
lines of the Burlington and Quiucy, Alton and
fit. Louis, IllinoisCenteral and Michigan
Central railroads,which indicate a large increase in the corn crop over last vear. The
wheat crop promises well and will probably
sustain the average yield. Oats fall slightly
below the expectedcrop. Other grains are
doing well, and an early harvest is predicted.

A

are reported from Toledo,

The Chicago papers announce the death of
Samuel Myers, the well-known theatrical
manager, for

many

years connected with

Mc-

Vicker’s theater.

The South.
Gov. Kellogg, of Louisiana,reports (June
17) that “ fully one-thirdof the State is still

nnder water from one to two feet deep ; that
from 70,000 to 80,000 people are now in destitute circumstances; that much sickness already prevails, and unless the people obtain
relief the suffering during the summer months
will be almost beyond precedent."

A large portion of the business part of
Richmond, Ky., was recently destroyed by
fire.

Washington.

ask for a discontinuanceof tho proceedbut with her whole sex inherits au
ings. In order to set aside hypothecated Monday, June 22.— Senate.—The Tariff bill alertness of observation,as to the inpledges as liens on tho bankrupt’s estate, was read a third time and passed....The confercredible viciousuess of the masculine
ence report on the PostofflceAppropriation
bill was
it must appear that the party dealing with the
character,
which nothing less than a
bankrupt knew that ho intended to nerpotrato disagreed to— the Je.liitof difference bein&tbe rate
a fraud On tho Bankrupt law, and that lie in- of newspaper postage— and a new romnmtee was prompt and liberal applicationof flattended to go into bankruptcy. When a loan ordered.... House bill grantingthe right of way to tery, or a happy equivocal reflection
is made to
bankrupt in good Arkansas Valley railroad was pn*eed The upon some rival sister, can either divert
conferencerc|*rt ou the Geneva Award bill was
faith, and security taken, with the inagreed to.
or mislead for a moment.”
tention of aiding him to pull through, it
House.— The conference report on the bill for the
Mr. Popkins’ mother-in-law had also
shall be considered as having actual value, and
the security shall not bo invalidatedby pro- distributionof the Geneva awaid wa# presented been an unseen listener up to this point,
ceedings in bankruptcy, and a voluntary bank- and concurredin. ... A lengthy debate sprang up on when Mr. Popkins became conscious of
quences of tho late civil war, about (332,000,- rupt may have bis discharge if bis estate
the report of the Committee on Appropriations rec- •in audience consisting of a very red
OoU of non-interest-bearingTreasury notes pays 80 per cent, of Ins debts, or provided bo
ommending
non-concurrencein the 8-uate amend, head, gleaming eyes, and a full set of
were issued to and are now bold by the people obtains the assent of the same number of his
ment td the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill by whn h
as a safe and convenient currency, it would creditors as is necessary to throw him into an item of $23,000wa# inserted for the benefitof an vibratoryteeth moving toward him ; a
be unwise and inexpedient,in the present bankruptcy. An involuntary bankrupt can organizationin Washington known as the pair of arms bared from the fists to elfinancial conditionof tbo people, to attempt get his discharge if his conduct is free from Little Histers of the Poor. The amendmentwas
bow, with hands resting upon her lips
the policy of tbo immediate cancellationof all fraud aud'be is innocent of any violation or finally concurredin ... A motion to Insert in the
any portion of such Treasury notes. That infringement of the Bankrupt act. Assignees Civil Appropriationbill uu item of $7,000 to rolm- adding to the spirit of the picture.
burse Gen. O. O. Howard for the expense of hi# de- Mr. Popkins immediately retired through
tho laws for tho establishment of national are prohibitedfrom dividing fees with other fense
before the late court of inquiry was defeated.
banks having secured to tho States and Terri- persons engaged in the case. Composition ....The bill to prevent hazing at the Naval Acade- the back gate, seeming to feel ns though
tories the best system of bank circulation by the creditors may be made with the assent mies was passed.. ..The bill creatinga national he had stayed long enough. It is more
ever before offered to the people, its issuance of the debtor, providing& majority of the park on the Island of Mackinac was tabled.
than probable he htu\.— Detroit Free
should be no longer confined to a privileged creditorsjoin, where approved by the Court,
Tuesday, June 29.— Senate.— k resolution Frees.
class, but should be free to all alike under for the release and discharge of the debtor.
general and equal laws, the aggregate volume The fees and expenses are reduced one-half was adopted authorizingthe AppropriationComTo Avoid Using Spectacles in Old Age.
of tho curreucy to be regulated by the un- until the Judges of the Supreme Court shall mittees of both houses to sit at the capitalduring
As mature years approach, the rotund
trammoled laws of trade. That we reaffirm establisha permanent reduction and simplify the recess,to Inquire what reformscan he mad# in
the declarationof the National Republican proceedings.All the acts of the persons con- the civil service.... The Tariff bill was killed by convexity of the eye of childhood beConventionof 1872 in favor of a return to nected with the execution of. the law shall bo postponing it to the next session,th« two bouses comes flattened, and the lens in front of
s|>ecie payment at tbo earliestpracticable day;
made public in the shape of full and minute failing to agree on several items....The bills for the pupil— the cornea— requires a change
that we are opposed to any increase in the reportsfrom the Clerk, the Assignee,tbo Mar- tbs admiisi- n of Colorado and New Mexico wenamount of legal-tendernotes, and favor the shal, and tho Register.Original jurisdiction laid on tho table.... The bill in relation to court# of focus to enable it to perform its acand judicial ofitsersin Utah was pasaed....Hdls customed duties. This flatteningmay
gradual retirementof the same as the volume is conferred upon the Territorialcourts,with
were also pas#ed authorizingths coinage ot a 20of the national bank notes shall be increased
an appeal to the Supreme Court of the Terri- cent piece of silver, aud removing the jxdittcal dis- be brought about at a comparative early
The platform,apart from the finance ques- tory.
abilities of John Forsythe and J. L. Pugh, of Ala- ago by the injurious habit of nibbing
tion, commends the measures passed by the
bama.
.The Keuate, at 6:15 p. m., adjoirued. Ho
the eyon with towels, handkerchiefs,Ac.
end# the first ssseiou of the Forty-third Congress.
lewer house of Congress,looking to the
CONGRESS.
cheapeniug and perfectionof inter-Htate railAvsrill, from the Commutes ou Indlsn Always in washing, compress the ball
way transi>ortatiou and the improvement of
Wednesday, June 17.— Senate.—House bill Affairs,made a report in the matter of the investi- of the eye together by placing a finger,
navigationat the mouth of tho Mississippi
enabling a commiMion of engineer# to Inreitlgate gation of alleged frauds in making contracts and and thumb at the outside and inside
river; advises an amendment to the Constituand re{>ort upon a permanentplan for the rec- furnishingsupplies in the Indian offles, will) the corners of the eye, and gently compress
tion providingfor the election of Presidentby
them, and the nuisance of being comthe people; urges the passage of the the Civil lamation of the alluvial baaln of the MiesieBippi volnme of testimony.The report exoneratosthe
Commiailouers aud interior D--partnient....The
Rights bill; opposes interference with the subject to Inundation wa# pawed.... The Naval .Senate resolution authorizingthe Appropriation pelled to use spectacles would be avoided.
liquor traffic, except so far as public peace re- Committee wa« instructed to Inquireinto the ex- Committee to #lt during the rece«s waa agree*! to
Persons who have taken care to do
pediency of rednetogthe number of navy yard#
quires; discountenances
railroad extortion
and N’avy hospital#. ... The P«'#tofflceAppropria- .... All tho appropriation bills Laving been disposed this have been enabled to dispense with
and also interferencewith railroad property
of, the Speaker, at precisely6 o'clock, pronounced
tion bill wan passed with amendments requiring
glasses at a very advanced age.
and appealsto the past record of the party as the •repayment of postage at the rate of 4 cent# the first sessionof' the Forty-thirdCongreeH adjourned nine He.
Among the devices to prevent flattena guarantee for its future good conduct.
a pound ou news|>aper# and periodical#; allowing
ing of the cornea and sinking of the
The Indiana Republican Convention as- public document# to lie sent out to collect on desembled at Indianapolison the 17th of June livery not more than 38 cent# apiece, and allowing
eyes into their sockets,so usual to old
A New Gun.
and renominated the present State oflicers by the ComrenMimal Record to go through the mail#
age, are glass eye-cups made to fit the
free....Thifollowingbill# were pa##ed: Proacclamation. The convention expressed conA gnnmaker, of Limoges, France, ban eyes, witli a ruhhQ.r hall attached, which
hibiting the publication in newspaper# of
fidence in the honesty of the President,but the revised statute# of the United fl'ale#;
submitted to the military commiaBiou will cause a vacuum to be formed in tho
placed itself on record in favor of free bank- House bill lo authorize the conatructiou of a bridge
at Vincennes a rifle af a very novel con- eye-cup, and thus draw the eye out
ing and an increase of the currency.
acroaa the Misnissippi river at or near the dty of
La
Crosne, Wl#.; Senate bill to provide for the es- struction- It is thus dencribed in a
slightly.— Prairie Farmer.
La Dow, Democrat, has been elected to
tablishmentof an International Commission of Paris journal, I,a Libcrte: The now
Congress from Oregon, instead of Williams, Maritime Power# to lay down ocean course# for
ocean steam vessel#, and otherwiseprovide for the gun presents nothing remarkable exteThe Markets.
as heretoforeannounced.
increased safety of sea travel ; House bill to pro- riorly, but the lock is so arranged that
NEW YORK.
Congressmen Blaine and Frye, of Maine, vide for the establishmentof life-savingstation#
the breech is opened by eocking the Hkivm .......................9 <9 13
and
house#
of refuge upon the sea and lake coast# of
have been renominated.
Hoon—L reused .................7$'® 7J
the United States,and to promote the efficiencyof piece, aud the charge being introduced,
The Prohibitionists of Michigan have the life-savingservice ; rejiealtng all revenue tax on the breech is closed and the gun fired Cotton ........................ ..
Flour— Rapertino Western ..... 4
5 50
called a State Conventionto moot at Lansing sayings hanks having no capital,and where iiivest- by touching the trigger. The cartridge
mehte are made Rolely for the benefit of depositors.
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ........ 1 43 t® 1 44
on July 30, for the nominationof State ofliWinter Red Western.. 1 49 © 1 52
Tremaine, from the Judiciary Com- consists of a hollow leaden cone filled
shall

a

_

.

. .

;

80

cers.

Elder Cannon has escape 1 expulsion,but
Foreign.
The Committeeof Thirty of the French Asthe Honse has passed a bill declaringthat
hereafter the practice of polygamy shall be sembly, to whom tho constitutionalmeasures
deemed sufficientcause for rejecting Delegates were referred, propose to make baste slowly.
otherwise entitled to seats .... Appointments It is thought that two weeks will be consumed
by the President:John L. Cadwalder, of in thftir consideration... .'Rochefort has arNew York, AssistantSecretaryof State ; Maj. rived in England. He was received at QueensAbsalom Baird. Assistant Inspector-General town by a noisy mob, who greeted him with
and Lieutenant-Colonel. Consnls-General— bootings and exocrations.
Thomas B. Van Boren, New Jersey,at KanaThe Deputies of tho Left Center in the
gawa : George Pprautz, Iowa, at St. Petersburg; P. Sidney Post. Illinois, at Vienna; French Assembly publish a note again invitHerman Kreismaun, Illinois,at Berlin. Con- ing an alli&uco with tho Bight Center in order
suls— Paul Jones, Ohio, at San Domingo;
that botb parties may establisha republic.
W. H. Young, Ohio, at Mannheim.
The Left Center will offer all the necessary
Toe House JudiciaryCommitteedecided, by constitutional
guarantees, and declarethat if
three majority, to report articles of impeach- an allianceis refused, the Bight Center will
ment against Judge Bosteed, of Alabama, and be responsiblefor the probable return of the
Empire. ...At a receptionof the Cardinals by
by one majorityto impeach Judge Durell, of
the Pope, bis Holiness mentioned that proLouisiana.
posals had been received, emanating from

mittee. reported a bill to preservethe ballots cant
at,

and

all paper# connected with, election# for

raemlier# of jCongre##.He moved to RUipepd the
rule# and paw it. Rejected— 148 to 100. ... A resolution was adopted giving the use of the rotundaof
the Capitol to the Women'# Centennial Executive
Committee of Washingtonfor the Iflth of Doceml>er next, to celebratethe destruction of tea in the
harborof Boston.... A resolutionindorsing an international system of arbitration wa# passed. ..
The bill reported by the District of Coin mb a Investigating Committee for the reorganization of
the DistrictGovernment was passed with only '-’2
dlHseutiug votes. The bill provide#for the appoiutment by the President of a Commission of
three for the temporarygovernmentof the District
until Congress shall decide upon a permtnent #>•#tern. It also provides that there shall be no assessment on personal but on real projwrty in the District.... Wileon (!ud.), from the Judiciary Committee, reported in lavor of the Impeachment of Judge
Durell of Louisiana. Tremaine presented a minority report, recommendingthat all proceeding#
against Durell be discontinued.Both report# were
ordered printed.
I

The

President has sent to the Senate the exalted politicalpersonages, looking to reconThursday, Juno 18.— .Senate.— Mr. Chandler
new reciprocity treaty with Canada.
ciliation between the papacy and Italian Gov- I resented a memorial of citizens of Michigan
ernment. Ho declared, however, that he against any reciprocitytreaty with Canada,
Appointments by the President : Horace N.
would yield nothing; that any con- Referred to ths Committee on Foreign RelaConger, of New Jersey, Consul at Prague ; B. cession
his part would be inju- tions. The report of the conference
F. Potts, of Ohio, Governor of Montana Ter- rious td tho cburch and society....
committee on ‘the Moiety bill wss adopted. .The
hill to pay the awards n*de by the Southern Claims
ritory ; 8. H. Wiusor, Begistor of the Lant The London Times reuorts a severe engageCommission was passed....Pratt introduced a bill
Office at Cheyenne.... The Senate has con- ment between Spanish Republicans and Carto charter a double-track railroadfrom the Atlantic
firmed the nominationof Gen. McCook as lists, at Alsora, which terminated in favor of to the Missouri river and to limit the rate of freight
tho
former,
and
in
which
Don
Ensigne,
the
Governor of Colorado....The long-promised
charges thereon....Wright,from the conference
speech of Ben Butler in the House ou the son of Henry of Bourbon, fell at the bead of committee ou the Currency bill, announced that
the committee had unanimously agreed upon a
evening of the 19th of June attractedmore a body of Oarliat zouaves.
than usual attention,the floor and galleries • An Havana letter states that trustworthy in- report, but he would not ask for it#
until tbo followingday.... The
being crowded with members and visitors. formation,through insurgent sources, reports consideration
amendmentof the House to the bill to
He entered into a labored defense of the
encourage the establishmentof public marine
moiety system, and of Sanborn A Co., and the arrivalof au expedition, under Aguilera, schools,was concurred in, and the bill passed....
made a terrible onslaughton Phelps, Dodge on the north coaxt, with 4,000 arms, 6 pieces The hill abolishing thr TerritorialGovernmentin
A Co., whom he accused of perpetratingthe of mountain artillery, and a large quantity of the Districtof Columbia, and providing for the apmost villainous frauds ou the Government. ammunition. All the' material was safely pointmentof three Commissionersto administer its
The . debate was continued till a late lauded, and communication was established affairs wan passed, Sargent alone voting in the
hour. His assaults
the Wavs with the forces of Maxima Gomez. This is negative.
and Means Committee bad put the said to be the most important expe dition got- Houae.— Bills passed: Rxing the limits of the
memtaro of that organizationon their mettle, ten up by the insurgents since the first year of cost of the public buildingAt Covington,Ky., at
and others who felt themselves aggrieved by the war. A rigorous conscriptionis been eu- $250,000, and removing the restrictions a# to
hia remarks launched out in bitter invective fbroed in many places by the Spaniards.....
the material, to be eniptoyed ; granting the right
against him and his theories. Mr. Foster, of M. Lucien Bonn has informedthe Committee
way through the public lands to the
Ohio, first gave him a dressing down which o f Thirty that the Legitimists intended to again of
Arkansas Valley railroad,
Colorado ;
is said to have been one of the worst lashings introducein the French Assemblya motion in appointing a commission of three to Investigate
ever admiuistered to a member of Congress. favor of the restoration of the Monarchy. .
the Choctaw and Chickasawnation#, and to enter
Meeere, Dawes, Hoar and Tremaine followed In the' House of Commous, on the 19th, into an agreementwith them relativeto the status
up the attack, and before the debate closed Bourke, Under-Secretaryfor the Foreign De- of the colored people there ; amending the
Butler was the worst used up man that partment, in reply to a request for informa- mining law of the , 10th of May, 1872;
•Vor held a seat in the House of Representa- tion, stated that Her Majesty’s Government authorizingthe transfer of gold mint-barsfrom
the A«say Office in New York to the Hub-Treasury,
tives.
was not unwillingto mediate between Brazil E. H. Roberts presented tho report of the conferBlcfobd Wilson, of Illinois,succeeds Ban- and the ArgentineConfederation,but that it ence committee ou the Moiety bill, which was
had not as yet been invited to use its friendly adopted.
field as Solicitor of the Treasury.
offices in that direction.... The yellow fever
The Comptrollerof the Currency gives is raging with great violencein Bahia. . .The Friday, Juno 19.— .Senate.— A motion to
reconsider the vote by which the bill to providea
notice that he is prepared to receive applica- Cathedral Chapter of Posen, Prussia, has refused to obey the Government orders to elect governmentfor the District of Columbia was
tions for the organization of nationalbanks a Vicar-General,declaring that it does not psssed wss tabled.
The report of the Conference
in all the Western and Southern States. Ap- consider that & vacancy exists in the Arch- Committee ou the Curreucy Dili wss called up, and
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with powder and closed at the base by
means of a cork. At the moment the
cartridgeis introducedinto tho breech
the powder escapes by a small bole in
the cork, and an imperceptible ball of
fulminating powder which forms
the priming takes its proper position. The triple action of cocking,
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little fellow

him, was one day, after having been
washed, put into a garment as much too
large as the others hod been too small.
Our six-year-old-shrugged his shoulders, shook himself, walked around, and
finally burst out with, “Ma, I do feel
awful lonesome in this shirt.”— Syracuse Journal.
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CINCINNATI.
. 1 28
Wheat ........................

Michigan ...... 1
, 1
No. 2 Bed ............
.
five or six years old, who had been Corn .........................
.
wearing undeshirts much too small for Oats ........................

Awul

83

CHICAGO.

@ 6
Choice Natives ....... 6 00 (to 6
Good to Prime 8teers. 5 50 (to 5
Cows and Heifers ..... 3 25 (® 5
loading and firing is thus effected simMedium to Fair .......4 75 (to 6
Inferior to Oomraon. . 2 50 @ 3
ultaneously,so that a man with very
. 4 75 (to 5
little experience can fire twenty rounds Hogs — Live .................
Flour— Choice White Winter.... 8 25 ® 9
a minute. The cartriges are stored in
Red Winter ...........5 60 (5) 6
an iron tube, which is placed parallel Wheat— No. 1 Spring ..........1 25$'to 1
with the barrel, aud contains thirty
No. 2 Spring .......... 1 22 ® 1
Ne. 3 Spring ..........1 1C$0 1
balls, bo that the piece may bo fired
Corn— No. 2 .................. 60
as many times almost without any inOat»— No. 2 .................... 45$
terval, and without removing the stock Rye-No. 2 .................... 84
from the shoulder, as there is nothing Barley— No. 2 .................1 10 $ 1
17
to b# done but cock and PUN the trig- Butter— Good to Choice .....
ger. There may be occasionswhen Bogs— Freeh ................ 12 (to
Pori— Mess ................ ...17 25 @17
such rapid tiring may bo of use, but it
Lard .........................
11
is pretty generally admitted that solST. LOUIS.
dierfi with the present arms fire away
Wheat-No. 2 Chicago ........ 1 08J@ 1
Corn— No. 2 ..................- 58 (to
most of their ammunition uselessly.
Oats— No. 2 ................... 45
Bye-No. 2 ................... 89 (to
What it Takes to Amuse the Baby. Pork— Mess ................... 18 00 @18
One bov doll, one girl doll, large ; one Lard .......................... 10}@
toy ball, one girl doll small, one silver Hogs .........................4 50 @ 5
Cattle ........................
3 50 @ 6
toy-ball,one silver napkin-ring, two
napkins, one sugar-bowlcover (glass),
one newspaper,one orange, one large
china caster, one feather duster, one
small china caster, one bunch of keys,
one small bird-cage, one wooden martingale ring, one round of a chair, one
wooden box-lid, one silver cake-ba®ket,
one old slipper, one silver goblet, one
sugar-bowl cover (silver), one old hat,
one ernmb-tray. And what is still more
remarkable, any attempt to take one of
these articles results in an immediate
“ disturbance of the poa«e."
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as shall hereafterso fail or

THE FINANCES.

go into liquida-

All Sorts.

The Rotondlty

tion.

Oarrotkiis are still severelyflogged
Bec. 9. That from and After the passage of
this act it shall be lawful for the Comptroller in England.
by Congreea.
The followingis the Compromise Cnrrencv of the Currency, and he is hereby ordered, to
Importantcoal discoveries iu Alabama
issue circulatingnotes without delay as apbill as it passed Congress. It is now a law,
plicationstherefor are made, not to exceed are reported.
having received the siguatnre of the Presi- tbe sum of $55,000,000, to associations
“Somewhat jim-jamio”is how one
organized, or to be organized, in
dent
those
Btates
and
Territories having Maine editor describes a brother MaiueHiction 1. The act entitled “An act to proloss than their proportion of circulation iac.
vide a national currency secured by a pledge
under au apportionment made on the basis of
of United States bonds, anil to provide for
population ami of wealth as shown by the re“ Crusade Cordial” is the name of a
the circulationand redemptionthereof,”apturns of the census of 1870, land every asso- summer drink just introduced.
proved June 3, 13(11, shall be hereafter Known
ciatiou hereafterorganized sliall be subjectto
as tno National Bank act.
and be governed by the rules, restrictions and
Hydrophobia was never so prevalent
Bec. 2. That Sec. 31 of the National Bank
limitations, and possess tbe rights, privileges ns this
act be so amended that the several associations
and franchises,uow or hereafterto be protherein provided for shall not hereafterbe rescribed by law as national banking asaocirThere are in Rio Janeiro, Brazil, four
quired to keep on hand any amount of money
tlons, with tho same power to amend, alter daily morning aud four evening papers.
whateverby reason of the amount of their
and repeal, provided by the National Bank
respectivecirculations ; but the moneys react, provided that the whole amount of cirAn Omaha printer named Robert
quired by said section to be kept at all times
culation withdrawn and removed from the Shorrock has fallen heir to a fortune of
on hand shall be determined by the amount of
banks transacting business shall not exceed
deposits, in all respectsas provided for in the
§200,000.
Full Text of the Currency Bill ae Paeeed

of the Earth.

We hold a paper In our handi—
" A Journal nj Ttnlap
So read* Us modest Utlt-paae,•
Now dtm with sue and Rrajr.* ^

“seeing is

believing,” and tlie
tions of logic and mathumat'cs

deducgo for
nothing— an Englishman bearing the
immortal name of Hampden — recently

Ti* filled with atartllnff incident,
With essay,tale, aud rhyme—
The doings of the long ago—
The news of oldeu time.

risked five hundred pounds on the asser-

:

year.

$55,000,000, and that such circulation shall be
withdrawnand rodeemod as shall be necessaBec. 3. That every association organized ry to supply the circulation previously issued
•r to be organized under the provisions of to the banks iu those Btates having loss than
the said act. and of the seveial acts amenda- their Apportionment; and provided further,
tory thereof, shall’at all times keep and have that not more than $30,000,000 shall be with-

said section.

The

mines of the Pacific States conabout §80,000,000 iu gold aud
silver every year.
tribute

tion that the earth could not be

proved
The niratyeAngora, deft'and spry.

him by

ocular demonstration to be
round— or more precisely, that the surface of a sheet of quiet water was fiat,
not curved. The bet was accepted by
a Mr. A. R. Wallace (presumably the
eminent naturalistof that name), and
the experiment was tried on the “ Bedford Level,” where a line of six miles
could be obtained. Three disks were
placed, one at each end of this line and
one at the center, eaeli disk being exactly 42 feet above the surface of the
water immediately under it. The three
were then observed through a selected
aud approved telescope, and the central
one was found to be about five feet above
the line joining the two others. That
rise of live feet forced Mr. Hampden to
come down with five hundred pounds.
It is to be hoped that he paid his watermoney. Any surveyor could have told
him that in running levels over any
considerabledistance it is necessary to
make correctionfor the curvature of the
earth, as well as for refraction. These
correctionsbecome very important whe
it is desired to survey a lino for the construction of a ditch or canal. A man
sightingthrough a telescope at an object ton miles’ distant, and apparently
on tho same level, would be really looking at a point nearly fifty-seven feet
higher in true altitude than his eye;
and if he made uo allowance for this
fact, it might happen to him, as it happened to rude surveyors aud constructors before uow, that when his ditch was
done, tho water could not run in it. At
this distance the positive error in curvature is nearly sixty-seven feet ; 'but
there is a partial offset in the opposite
or negative error of refraction.
to

NKWM OF OLOKK IIHE.

THUS

One of those people with whom

That sat thia typo of yore,

Hava mingledw‘th their kindred dual,
Full fifty yegrs or more ;
Gone, long ago, the b|l«y scribe
That drove the good qutll-pen
Closed, years agoue, the eyes that teal
The tboiifhU of honest meu.

;

•

And yet, iq tho*« time-honored daya,
They had their littleaplles
And Jealouaies, and quarreled o'er
Their faneled wrongs and rights.
The factions, led to victory, /
Or beaten, left the field ;
Poor, human hearta -so much like
They ’d rather dlo than yield.
I

ours—

We run our eye acmes the page,
And upend down each column ;
We read the ilita of marriagea
And births, the deaths, so solemn ;
And then we Wonder who will read,
When we have paased away,
A hundred years or more to come,
our "Journal*e/TlHiny.’*

the Treasury of the United drawn and redeemed, as herein contemplat- Spell murder backward and you have
of tno United States, ed, during tho fiscal year ending June 30, its cause. Spell its cause iu the same
a sum equal to 5 per centum of its circula- IHIfi.
manner, and you have its effect.
__
tion, to be held and used for the redemption
England has been importing wooden
of such circulation,which sum shall be
The Mill River Heu.
Humor.
counted as a part of its lawful reserve, as
houses
from Norway, cheaper than they
We
know a few details of her history.
provided in section 2 of this act, and when
A beggarly sham— Robbing a paucan be made iu that country.
the circulating notes of any such associations, Biddy, wo suppose, was her name, aud
per.
assortedor unassorted,shall be presented for America her nation ; Williamsburgwas
The colored population of Kansas
redemption in sums of $1,000 or any multiple her dwelling-place,
and, as the sequel City have “ Resolve dt That negro minpreter
“summer-Bet” to a
thereof to the Treasurer of the United will show, presence of mini her salvastrel shows tend to degrade our race.”
“ backward spring.”
States, the same shall be redeemed in United
tion. Blie had laid seventeen eggs in a
States notes. All notes so redeemedshall be
The sugar insect (which is tye cause
The two colors which arc indiscernicharged by the Treasurer of the United States barrel, and having done her level best
of that tormenting skin affection known
ble
arc invisible green and bliudman’B
to the respective associations issuing the in that line, she was setting on them
buff.
same, and be shall notify them severally on when the mill-dam burst. Iu spite of as “ grohers’ itch”) is found in nearly
all the brown sugars of commerce.
the first day of each month or oftener,at his
her teeth the Hood bore her along with
The latest car-conpling in Indiana
discretion, of the amount of such redempthe awful wreck— with houses and More than 100,000 have been found in a
has been a marriage on a railway train.
tions, and whenever such redemptions of any
single pound of “ merchantable” sugar.
associationsshall amount to the sum of $5U0 barns, trees aud fences, and the bodies
The man of sixty is exempt from jury
such associations so notified shall forthwith of men aud beasts— but this steadfast
The influence of imagination ou the
duty. Many wish to get oft like sixty.
depositwith the Treasurerof tho United creature never stirred. What outsiders vital functions has always betu recogBtatcs a sura in United States notes equal to
were doiug was none of her business. nized, and it was this recognition that
When a young lady gives herself
the amount of us circulating notes so reShe
was
too
busy
keeping
tho
beams
enabled
the ancient physicians to be so
away
does she lose her self-possession ?
deemed ; and all nwtos of national banks
worn, defaced, mutilated, or otherwise unfit out of her own eye to look nfter the successfulwith charms, amulets, and inWhy are cashmere shawls like deaf
’or circulation shall, when received motes iu the eyes of otherpeople. What cantations.
people
? Because you cau’t make them
>y any AssistantTreasurer, or at any thoughts may have passed through her
We have in the United States 80,000
here.
ioriguated depositoryof the United States,
nyudl Perhaps she whistled as she drug shops, and 75,000 physiciansfurto forwarded to the Treasurer of tho United
went for want of thought. Who knows?
Hood called the slamming of a door
£t&es for redemption, as providedherein
nishing the supplies aud prescribingthe
by a person iu a passion, “a wooden
anc when such redemptions have been so re- How her mother’s heart must have
doses ; hence, in view of this fact, it
imhirsod the circulatingnotes so redeemed trembled
“ What,” she cried,
oath/
A Blind Leader of Die Blind.
shal b« forwarded to the respectiveassocia- “ must I lose my chickens by that may bo a fair question for a debating
The
remarkable
faculty
of
James
whether there is more dyspepWhat is mind ? No matter. What
tiois by which they were issued ; but if any
dam?” If she could have sung no society,
stun notes are worn, mutilaLd, defaced, or
sia produced by drug medication than Moore, a man 35 years old, and blind is matter ? Never mind. What is the
reclorud otherwise unfit for use, they shall doubt she would have clucked to her- by all other causes combined ?
from his birth, is thus described by the nature of the soul ? It is quite immabeforwarded to tho Comptroller of the Cur- self some ancient lay. Until the barrel
Cleveland Herald :
terial.
reiey and destroyed and replaced as now nro- was stove she would not deny herself
A woman who recently died at Bangor,
“ One year ago Dr. D. B. Smith, of
vned by law. Provided that each of said as- the comfort of a stave. “ Give me but
The drunkard takes the pledge and
Me., was so anxious lest her body shoud this city, removed the balls of his eyes
suiatious shall reimbuise to the Treasury the
what that barrel-hoop bound. Take all be dug up aud dissectedby the doctors, from his head, and Mr. Moore has been frequently breaks it; the pawnbroker
Urges for transportation and the costs for
takes the pledge mid generallykeeps it.
snorting such notes, and the association the rest tho sun goes round.” Or some- that she lelt §00 to pay a man for watch- employed in his office since that time
hoeaftcrorganized shall also generally reim- thing else appropriate. Our heu was ing her grave a mouth after she was for the purpose of r^eiving visitors
A country boy, having heard of sailkirse to the Treasury the cost of engraving carried live miles, and at length the
buried.
when the doctor is absent. Hoi appears ors heaving up anchors, wanted to know
sicli plates as shall be ordered by each assoFates, snubbed aud disappointed,
in every respect different iu his move- if it was sea-sickness that made them
cation respectively, and tho amount assessed
The Charleston Courier makes a sum- ments from ordinary blind persons, and, do it.
bumped the barrel ashore and left it
tpon each associationshall he in proportion
D the circulation redeemed, and be charged high and dry. What did the heu do? mary of South Carolina officials under as he wears green glasses, few persons
You can’t convince a Vermont woman
o the fund on deposit with the Treasurer
Did she jump out, and crow and cackle indictment : Governor, ; county treas- who meet him are awareof his infirmity.
that there wont bo a death iu the family
uid, provided further, that so much of Bec. over her ride like a man? Did she urers, 3 ; sherifls, 2 ; school commisWhen desired to go on an errand, lie
32 of said National Bank act recognizing or
scratch off a letter to Baruum offering sioner, ; trial justice, ; county com- finds his way without difficult, and he if she dreams of seeing a hen walking a
permittingthe redemptionof its circulating
picket-fence.
missioners, 24.
has rendered himself so familiar with
notes elsewhere than at its own counter, ex- to make a show of herself? No, she
just
went
ou
minding
her
own
busicept as provided for in this section, is hereby
The Worcester Press speaks of a conOf stories about hens there is no end, tho streets of Cleveland that bo rarely
repealed.
ness, and in due time hatched out every
aud to the talents of these delightful has to inquire. Although he carries a temporary who hires a small boy to
Bec. 4. That any Association organized un- one of her seventeen eggs. Oh, fowl
birds uo limits. The last celebrity of cane he hardly ever permits it to touch come iu at intervals with a step-ladder
der tins act, or any of tho acts to which this most fair
How meekly didst thou the sort is a hen in Monroe County, the sidewalk,seeming to be guided by and dust oft’ the tops of his ears.
is an amendment, desiring to withdraw its
bear thy yolks ! Many hens have done
Tenu. She not only catches aud kills intuitionaway from contact with obcirculating notes, in whele or in part, may,
Women arc fast becoming familiar
stacles. His sense of hearing is so acute with politics. Wo have heard of a woupon the deposit of lawful money with the excellently, but tbou excellcst them all. mice, but she eats them.
Treaiurerofthe United States, in sums of —yew York Tribune.
that he is able to state whether a street man who believes so thoroughlp in inflanot less than iH.COO, take uo the bonds which
The smallestcircular saws in use are is narrow or broad by means of the
tion that she blows her husband up
Articles Four Thousand Years Old.
said Association has on deposit with tho
those employed iu the manufactureof sound of tbe footsteps of persons passthree times a day.
Treasurer for the security of such circulating [Uayunl Tuylor’n account of tlic Museum at Uuulak,
gold-pens, aud are a half-inch iu diame- ing along on the opposite side. When
notes, which bonds shall be assigned to the
Egypt, in the New York Trtbuue.]
“ Five children at a birth 1 Good
banks in the manner specifiedin tho nineOf even greater interest are the house- ter. It is said that some of the sarcop- crossing a street he manages to avoid
teouth section of the National Bank act, and hold articles,implements of trade, hagi of ancient Egypt bear the marks of the vehicles, stopping and waiting in Heavens 1” exclaimed the father, on
the outstanding notes of said Associationto
food, etc., which, like tho spoils of having been hollowed out with tools of the middle, if necessary,until the coast viewing this addition to his family,
an amount equal to the legal-tendernotes dethe crown or cylindersaw order.
is clear, it being indicated to him by “ and business so duff.”
posited, shall be redeemed at the Treasury of Pompeii, restore for us, the domestic
sound. He is frequently sent to conthe United States and destroyed,as now pro- life of the people. Here, for instance,
An exchange expects to see the day
A female pawnbroker,hauled up for
duct blind patientswho do not possess
vided that the amount of tho bonds of de- are stools, caue-bottomedchairs, aud
when Congress will adjourn to visit a
extortion, claimed immunity on the
posit for circulationshall not be reduced behis
wonderful
faculties
to
Charity
Hosw’ork-boxes 4,000 years old, yet no base-ballmatch ; aud there would be as
low $50,000.
ground that she was a loan woman.
more dilapidatedthan if they came out much propriety in it as there is in the pital from his employer’s office. SomeBec. 5. That the Comptroller of the Curof a garret of the last centufy ; nets, British Parliament’sadjourning to go to times lie will walk, guiding their totThe longest word in the English
rency shall, under such rules and regulations
tering steps, and at others will take a
language is smiles, because there is a
as the Secretary of the Treasury may pre-. knives, needles,and toilet ornaments
a hawse race.
street-car,stationing himself on Euclid
scribe, cause the charter numbers of the As- glass bottles and drinking-cups as clear
mile between the first and last letters.
sociation to be printed upon all National Bank as if just blown ; earthenware, glazed in
It shows the magnitude of the paper avenue, aud inquiring before stepping
notes which may be hereafter issued by him. blue and yellow patterns, the very collar business that at the Lowell bleach- on board if it is the right one. He can
“ Now, Sammy, tell me, have you
Bec. 6. That the amount of the United
counterpart
of
old
Majolica;
seeds, ery, last month, seven hundred and remove every speck of dust from tho read the story of Joseph ?” “Oh, yes,
States notes outstanding, and to bo issued as
furniture of au office or parlor, hand- uncle.” “Well, then, what wrong did
a part of the circulating medium, shall not ex- eggs, aud bread ; struw-baskecs and a thirty-nine miles of cotton cloth for the
ceed the sum of $332,000,000, which said sum child's ball for playing : paint-boxes manufacture of cloth-covered collars ling the most fragile articles without they do when they sold their brother?”
breaking or damaging them iu the “ They sold him too cheap, I think.”
shall appear in each monthly statement of tho with colors and brushes, and boards for were finished.
public debt, and no part thereof shall be held games of draughts — in short, a collecleast."
or used as a reserve.
“ I would marry you, Jacob,” said a
In Birmingham the number of steel
tion almost as varied and complete as
A Uambler’s Endurance.
lady to au importunatelover, “ were it
Bec. 7. That so much of the act entitled, *• an
pens
made
weekly
is
about
98,000
gross,
the ashes of Vesuvius preserved for us
act to provide for the redemption of the 3-porThe Prairie Farmer ,o[ Chicago, says: not for three reasons.” “ Oh, tell me,”
of
the Grmco-Roman life of the year 79 or 14,112,000 separate pens. Thirty
centum temporary loan certificates, and for
Stories of endurance bordering ou the he said, imploringly.“The first is,”
years
ago
pens
were
sold
wholesale
at
an increase of nationalbank notes, ” as pro- of our era. But these Egyptian relics
incredible have been told of persons in said she, “ I don't love you ; the secvides that uo circulationshall be withdrawn date from 1,000 to 3,000 years before five shillings per grose ; now pens as
almost every walk in life. The miles ond is, I don’t want to love you ; and
good
or
better
may
be
bad
for
three
under tho provisionsof Sec. 0 of said act until our era began.
walked by slaves through forest and the third is, I couldn’t love you if I
after the $5-i.O(Kl.OOOgranted in Bec. 1 of said
half pence per gross.
act shall have been taken up, is hereby recape-swamp to gain their liberty ; the wanted to !”
Connubial Honor.
pealed ; and it shall be the duty of the CompThe collectionof Chinese coins in hours spent in watching by ' a
Tho famous Theodore Parker martroller of the Currency, uudor’the direction of
Says a punster : “ Lost year I saw a
the
museum of the Paris mint consists mother over the cradle of her siok
tho Secretary of the" Treasury, to proceed ried in April, 1836, Miss Lydia D. Cawatch
spring, a rope walk, a horse fly,
child ; the watch kept by a sentinel at
si
forthwith,and ho is hereby authorized and bot, only daughter of John Cabot, of of nearly eight hundred specimens, some
and even the big trees leave. I even
a
post
of
danger
;
tho
outlook
by
a
disrequired,from time to time, as application
pieces
Newton, Mass. with whom he had plight- of. gold and silver. One of the pi<
shall be only made therefor, and until the full
coverer on the deck of his vessel, have saw a plank walk, and a Third avenue
ed
troth
five
y^ears previously. The dates from one thousand seven hundred
amount of the $54,000,000 shall be withdrawn,
years before Jesus Christ. A fact wor- all been the theme of the poet and pauk run ; but ^ the other day #I saw
to make a requisition on each of the national following resolutionsare entered in his
tree box, a catfish, and a stone fence. I
thy of notice is that the Chinese observe biographer.But none of these exambanks described in said section,and in tbe journal on his wedding-day
am prepared to see the Atlantic coast,
ples
of
endurance
compare
with
that
of
manner therein provided organized in States
1. Never, Except for the best of causes, the decimal system iu the division of
aud the Pacific slope.”
having au excess of circulation, to withdraw
a
professional
gambler
in
this
aity.
One
their money.
to oppose my wife’s will.
and return so much of this circulation as by
d„j bat week he went into a fern
A cohbehpondkktwishes to know “it
2.
To
discharge
all
services,
for
her
said act may be appointed to be withdrawn
A correspondentof the Smithsonian aud .at down to flght the t,ger. '
wom|la j, „ot ^ Bomi) extent 1
from them, or, in lieu thereof,to deposit in sake, freely.
Institution who has spent considerable a tenm e v Joat and won, won and lo» klep(0Bluilac...For'ollr part we
the Treasury of the United States lawful money
8. Never to scold.
time in investigationof the subject,
tiUhm total lowe. amounted to *11,100 | nev1er l)e<m qmte willing l
th|lt
sufficientto redeem such circulation,and, upon
4. Never to look cross at her.
answer to a remark by Professor Henrv, over his
the return of the circulation required,or the
5. Never to weary her with comdepositof lawful money, as herein provided,
that “ the immense water power at Ni- joined in The11
the game for a few hours tllur0 >» conatitutior dly any «uch mania
us kleptomania ; bat, in regard to the
a proportionateamount of the bonds held te mands.
agara may, in the progress of practical each ; one man would act as dealer till
6. To promote her piety.
secure the circulation of such associationas
propensity to which ho refers, we may
science,be applied to tho purposes of he was worn out, when another would
shall make such return or deposit shall be
7. To bear her burdens.
say that tho best authoritiesare agreed
industry,” states that by the “last take his place ; but the gambler held
surrendered to it.
8. To overlook her foibles.
that no lady can bo left alone in the
census there are 52,017 water-wheels his seat at the table for fifty hours,
Bec. 8. That upon the failure of the nation9. To love, cherish and ever defend
presence of a box of face powder within operation in American manufacturing during which time he never tasted food
al banks upon which requisitions for circulaher.
out
trying a little just to see how it
tion shall bo made, or of any of them, to reestablishments, giving a power of 1,- or closed his eyes in sleep. It is a
10. To remember her always most aflooks.
turn the amount required,or to depositin tho
130,416 horses, while Niagara Falls gives question whether patriotism,affection,
Treasury lawful money to redeem the circula- fectionatelyin my prayers ; thus, God
a power of 11,303,036horses.
or dutv in any form ever-led a person
“Well, I s’ppose the darned stuff
tion required within thirty days, tho Comp- willing, we shall be blessed.
to such a feat of endurance.
got mixed,” was the sad reply of a
troller of the Currency shall at once sell, as
A magnificent feather cloak was
provided in section 49 of the National CurrenMissouri druggist, when he killed a
The Lion.
Population of Great Britain.— The
wasted when KingLuualilowas buried.
cy act, approved June 3, 1861, bonds held to
woman by giving arsenic for salts.
Dr. Livingstoneis said to have exsecure the redemptionof the circulation of
They wrapped him in it, though it was populationof Great Britain and Ireland
M Tam’s not a mile in Ireland'!Ilia,
the associationor associations which shall pressed the utmost contempt for lions. worth $100,000 ; as if a cheaper article is stated in the Register-General reWhere the dirthjrvermin moithera,
so fail to an amount sufficient to redeem “ You talk about the majesty of the
But St. Patrick put Ria bowl? fut
would not have served the distinguished turns to be 32,412,000, or 690,000 more
the circulationrequired of such association lion,” said lie, chatting one day at a
Au murthered them in cluiithert.
corpse as well ; a million of birds of than double the population enumerated
or associations, and with the proceeds which
The toada went daeh, the frog* went aplaah,
party in London with Sir Edmund
at
the
first
census
in
1801.
The
popurare plumage w’ere sacrificed to furnish
shall be depositedui the Treasuryof the
All jumpin'in tbe wether
Landseer,“but you do not know the
United States so much of the circulationof
the material of which this gorgeous lation ot Ireland in 1874 is only 84,000 Aud the achuakM committedehulcide
To save tbemaolvea from acblaugbUtr,
said association or associations shall be beast. There is no more majesty about garmeut was made, and it had been more than in 1801. The population of
redeemed as will equal the amount ra- him in the forest than there is about
Scotland
in
1874
is
212,000
more
than
quired and not returned,and if there be that poqdle. It is all poetry. Lions handed down to Lunalilothrough generA “ Sport.”— The following dialogue,
double the population of 1801, The
ations of royal chieftains.
any excess of proceeds over the amount reare arrant cowards— oowaidly, sneaking
population of England and Wales in which took place in a street car a few
quired for such redemption, it shall be reFraternity is the most incongruous 1874 is above 5,500,000 more than days ago, is too good to be lost : One
turned U the association or associations beasts. You can hardly tell a lion from
whose bonds shall have been bold ; and it a donkey when you come upon him in word in the French language, and every double the population in 1801.
of a couple of Teutonic gentlemen sitshall be the duty of tbe Treasurer,Assistant the forest ; and if you come upon a lion time the fatal four sylables are written on
ting in one end of tho car seeing a
Treasurers, designated depositoriesand na- suddenly, his first impulse is to tuck the walls of Paris, civil war follows. In
The cost of the construction of the “ flashily” dressed fellow come in and
tional bank depositories of the United States,
his tail between his legs and bolt. He the great revolution “ fraternity”cost Illinois Central railroad was $34,061,- take his seat at an opposite end from
who shall be kept informed by tbe OomptrtUer
will spring upon you if he comes upon 202,290 lives ; in 1848, 39,563 ; in 1871, 196.56. They have receive4 from the where they were sitting, asked : “ Who
of the Currency of such associationsas shall
57,627. The word is also expensive,as sale of lands donated to the road the ish dat, Hans ?” “ On, dat is a sphort,
fail to return circulation as required,to assort you unawares, and can have time to
and return to tho Treasurer for redemption crouch, but if a man has the courage to in February, 1848, 1,500 barricades sum of $24,825,333.33. The value of hey ?” ' Vhat you call a sphort, hey ?”
the ndtee of such associationsas shall come look the lion in the face, you need not were raised in Paris, which, allowing their bonds remaining unsold is $5,165,
“Ton’tyou know?” “No, vat is he?”
into their bauds until the amount required even cock your rifle.”
848 paving-f tones to each, would make 520. There has been a stock dividend “ Yel, he is one of der fellersvat shaves
shall be redeemed, and in like manner to
a total of 1,267,500 torn up by the declaredoi $5,773,301-j-making in all all de hair off a pig, and cover him all
assort and return to. tbe Treasury for redempThe deepest hole in the world is an “ sovereign people ;” 3,013 trees Were received $1,701,957.77 more than the over mit soap, and pet a green Dutchtion the notes of such national banks as have
failed or gone into voluntaryliquidation, for artesianwell at Pottsdam, Mo., which uprooted, 3,704 lamps broken, and in- entire cost of the road, and yet they man $5 he can’t catch him."— Italeiah
the purpose of winding up the affairs of such goes down 5,500 feet.
are not happy.
numerable police offices burnt down.
on deposit
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lation in regard to the grant, and the ac-
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dant relying upon the deed of the Circuit

VAN SCHELVEN, - -

G.

tion of the Board of Control; the defen-

Editor.

Court Commissionerof Oakland County
of April, 1864, and subsequent transfers.

Saturday, June 27.

After full argument the court held the

THIS SPACE BELONGS TO

HEBER

Proprietor of

claim of title of the plaintiff to be complete

and perfect. If

Bailrotd Lands.

tb be consid-

this case is

ered as a test case, it settles the title to

An

important decision was rendered last

week by Judge Stone,

in the Circuit

Court

for the County of Ottawa, in a case originating in the disputed title to

known around

the

here as

what

land in Ottawa and Muskegon Counties,

“CITY DRUG STORE,”

New York

from 1845-1857. In Michigan since 1857.

title to

W.

R.

Bowes, and

A Change

of Programme Each Week,

those purchasing from him.

“ Railroad

Lands.” It was the case of W. R. Bowes
91. James G. Boyce, a replevin suit for
thirty -one cords of hark cut by the defendant on a part of these lands, conveyed

We

have made efforts to obtain the de

cision in full, as rendered by

Judge Stone,

issue.
- -

but did not succeed in time for this week’s

—

\

college.

HVLAJRiKET IREFOIRT-

\

Griswold. The attorney
HOPE
\
We note a further decline in the price of First Clm Phyrieian*. We quote only one offered at Fifty dollars and one cent, with
all hi* preemption*thrown in, and only one bid (a standing onc)-Fifty dollars. Will not some one (a druggist or any one) bid the
for the plaintiffwas R. W. Boynton ; for
The 11th yearof Hope College closed thi| other cent and secure this fine offer? You can very soon make up your outlay by
the defendant,Akcley & Stewart; counsel
week, with the Commencement exercised,
ON
for plaintiff, D. I). Hughes and Ashley on Monday evening.
or you might arrange with the doctor and
The Council convened on Thursday of
Pond; for defendant,A. D. Griswold. It
to

him

in

-A-LSH.

more than thirty-seven thousand acres of
and confirms the

are

Established

"W"

by A. D.

AN EXTRA CHARGE

is

generally reported in the papers, that

this case

was made a

test

last

case of the

title

On Sunday

to these lands, and that it was fully tried preached a

evening, Prof. Crispell
sermon in the First Reformed

upon its merits, while on the other hand Church, to the Senior Theological Class.
we have been informed from a different The annual meeting of the Alumni was
held on Tuesday afternoon, and the orasource that the manner in which the ease
tion delivered by Rev. P. Moerdyk, of
was presented and conducted by the plain- Grand Rapids, of the class of '66. Subtiff, docs not reach the final question of ject—'4 ProgressiveAge.”
The 44 FraternalSociety” celebrated
the title Itself. In this connection we
their Anniversary on Tuesday evening, in
think it is proper to give our readers a
the College Chapel. The exercises this
short history of these lands, as itVas re- time, consisted in short addresses by gradlated to us by one of the parties to this uate members, and the invitations*to the
public to attend were well responded to.
contest.
After opening with prayer by Prof. C. E.
These lands were granted by Congress Crispell,remarks were made as follows:
to the State of Michigan, together with
Pres. P. Phelps— Introductory Remarks.
other lands in this State, by an Act, ap- —Reminiscences of the origin of the Soproved June 3, 1850, to aid the State in ciety; its benefits and remaining effect.
E. A. Bedell— History of American Colthe constructionof certain railroads on
leges, and their influence upon the nation.
the lines mentioned in the grant. Among
Singing— 44 Soft QtUst the Sen."
P. D. Schipperus— The purity of home
these railroads was one designated to run
life, the«afeguaraof Republican Institufrom Grand Haven and Pere Marquette to
Flint, and thence to Port Huron, reaching

Prof. C. Scott— A few practical remarks
in prose, acrostically arranged with the
44 Fraternal”name of the Society, viz:
Friendship.
Root Hog or die.
All aboard.
Truth.
Every tub on its own bottom.
Rome was not built in a day.
Never despair.
Alas, poor Yorrick! ^
Love.
Singing— 44 There'* Mime in the air.'
Rev. if. F. Zwemer— Occasional halfsteps necessary to promote the harmony of

The
Feb.

Huron.

Legislature of this State, by Act of

14,

1857, accepted the grant, accord-

ing to the terms mentioned therein, and
divided the lands at the point of Owosso,
giving all the lands lying West of Owosso,
to the then existing Detroit &

Milwaukee

Railway Co., and

all East of that place, to

the Port Huron

& Milwaukee Railway

Co., neither of which Companies accepted
the lands with the restrictions put

on by

judgment.
Rev. P. Moerdyk— The Fraternal Society as an agency to develop the free expresnew Company of English stockholders sion of thought.
Singing— 44 Manic from Shore."
was formed known as the ** Detroit & MilThe commencement exercises took place
waukee Railroad Co.,” who succeeded to
on Wednesday evening,at the First Reall the rights and franchises of the former formed Church. Many were the friends
corporation. This new Company also re- and strangers that came in during the day,
and the church was filled to its utmost cafused to accept the lands under the terms
pacity. The graduating class this year
imposed by the grant.
was small. We give the programme:
Invocation.
At or about the time of this transfer
Mu tic
Messrs. Fuller & De Graft, contractors in
Salutatory—II. Van Der Ploeg,
buildingthe Road, obtained a judgment
Chicago, 111.
against the Detroit & Milwaukee Railway
Oration— Salutatory(English,) J.
G. Millspaugh, Battle Creek,
Co., of about $10,000, amount due them
Mich.
for construction. Among other things

& Milwaukee Railway Co.,” went out of existence, and a
in 1859 the “ Detroit

.

Mime.

upon these lands, now under
dispute, claiming them to belong to the
old D. & M. Railway Co., which had repudiated the grant. Afterwards Morgan
L. Drake, of Pontiac, as attorney for
they levied

Messrs. Fuller &

judgment over
bill against

De

' Fifty dollars is

(

)C

gone’ Hnd lhe

bid; Who

HYSICIANS'

p(K,r

Oration— ^Holland) Vooruitgang,
C. Kriekaard, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Valedictory—C. Wabeke, North
Holland, Mich.

Mime.

miPMS

PREPARES AI

to himself, filed a creditors

the old D. & M. Railway Co.,

Announcementsof Certificates and

and had these lands sold by the Circuit
Court Commissionerof the County of

Degrees.
Doxologv and Benediction.
The degree of B. A. was received by the
members of the graduating class, H. Van
Der Ploeg, J. G. Millspaugh, C. Kriekaard
and C. Wabeke; and that of A. M. by sev
en of the classical graduates of 1871, J
Ten Eyck, Fairview, 111.; J. Hofman,
Overyssel, Mich.; N. Neerken, Fillmore,
Mich.; S. Kuypers, Orange City, lo. : P
Schipperus, Chicago, 111.; S. Strong nnj
W. Vccoschoten, Pella, lo.
The next College year opens Sept.

Oakland, about 30,000 acres, lying in the
Counties of Clinton, Gratiot, Ionia, Mont-

matter whose name

began to

his case, the

customary resolutions passed

upon upon the death of a member in the paper
these lands, with the following result:
of which Mr. Weller is the proprietor.—
On the 1st of May, 1874, the Board of O. R.
parties

fix their attention

M.

Control of Railroad Lands of the State of
Michigan, with Gov. Bagley, as Chairman
ex-oJfMo,by resolution, granted

and

We

have no doubt Hogie, in case of a

similar accident, would leave alike bequest

patin regard to the

ented all these lands to the Port Huron
to

Common

]

Hardware

Council.

Wednesday, June

24,

the completion of a gap of 22 miles

us,

and

*o

Store

!

The Common Council met according tc
adjournment, and was called to order b)
Aid. Dykema, Pres, pro-tern.
Gratefully ftckiumledeinp the liberal patroThe roll was called by the clerk. Pres
nage of hit* many memln and cuHtomen*
enl: Aid. Kanters, Van Landegend, Ramin the paet. rcimectfullyinvites
the attentionof the..
porrnan, Flieman, Dykema, Duurscma and

E. VAN DER VEEN,
Public

Vftscr.

to

Carpenters’ Tools,

Sta.

LAKE EXCURSIONS.
“FANNY SHRIVER."

pairing Jail, $6.56; J. C. Bray ton,

Notions, etc.

REPAIRING of Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
done In the best manner and warranted.

GIVE US A CALL!
Old Albers' Stand, West of

Is at

Holland, Mich., June

J.

1,

J.

ALBERS,

1874. C. B.

M. Reidsema & Son.
o

Always keep

a full and well selected stock of Furniture, at prices correspondingwith the times.

Wall Paper,

Window

Shades,

Carpets,
Oil Cloths,
Feathers,

Feather Beds,
Mattresses,

coffthsts.

Wall ]>apcr bought
School picnic* or large excuralon*.
free of charge.
Partica chartering, have the exclaalve control for
that
F. R.
Holland, June let,
Captain.
120 tf '

of

us, will

day.
1874.

Dr. Gr.

SITES,

Meat Market,

DENTIST.

To the Public of Holland and vicl
ity— I would renpectfully announ
that I have permanentlylocated
thin place, for the purpone of prt
Being
my
profession of Ikvthtry. All operatic
It was ordered to pay J. Venhuizcn
upon the teeth will be carefully performed, ai
$50 on account of gravel delivered on 8!h disease* of tho mouth belongingto Dental Pri
Street.
t ice, will he promptly treated. Mechanical Dc
tlstry, in all the various style* will he executed
Adjourned.
the most workmanlike manner; all operation* wi
ranted. My office Is In Mr. Van Lanacgend’a Rri
The World's Edition of “The Great Pres- Building, 2nd floor, In room* lately occupied
byterian Conflict,” Patton r* Swing. Both Reading Room of the Y. M. O. A.
G. HITES, Dentist.
sides of the question. Just out and for
Holland, Mich., April 17.
113-2«tl
Sale at L. T. Kanters & Co. Bound in
Paper, 75 cents; Bound in Cloth, $1.25.

1874.

Farm

Jacob Kaite.
Since the dissolution of our co-partnership. I am
rying on this business alone, at the OLD STORE,
where I can be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and
bYesh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to see all our old friends,to come and call
on me, w hen I will offer them such bargains as w ill
induce them to purchase their daily rationa with
cai

me.

JACOB KUITE.
Holland,Feb.

14,

46-2s-tf

1874.

CHANGE OF FRONT,
AT

for Sale.

AT HALF ITS VALUE.

be trimmed
46-2 sly

BROWER

we

M. P. VISSEE.
:o:

NOW

IS

-

YOUR CHANCE.

At the Store of M. P. VI88ER everythingcan
be found. The public of the City and Country, are
requested not to pass by before calling in and examining the prices at which my goods are sold,
and If they are found satisfactory,to make their
purchasesof me, and return home, well pleased.

Respectfullyp»

DOLLAR

:

wo

From

1874.

A Full Line of Dry-Goods

!

FLOUR AND FEED.

Faml
TravelingSacks, each containing Fine French
Hama,
Ctsslmeres, for salts: Ladles’ Traveling Sacks,
during the bark seasons of this and last
with elegant Silk and other *ult goods: superb •I 1. M6 per day! Agents wanted! All clasMaof
etc.— Pork and Beef, by the Barrel.
$4 U working people. qL.cither sex, young or
Pin; Dictionaries; Juvenile Libraries; f
summer, much to the annoyaficc of bona
Hon Schuyler Colfax will deliver an ad- Diamond
Fine Chromoe and Shakespeare's, Byron’s, Burn’s, old. make more money ntf work for us- In their
dress on Odd Fellowship at 8t. Joseph
Morris’ and Tennyson’s completeMork»: Statisti- pare moments,or all the time, than at anything No Credit. Cash or
fide settlers and land-skinners.
July 1st; at Big Rapids, July 2nd; at Sagl’ cal Annuals'; Nice Toilet Cases for Ladles; Ac., else. Particularsfree. AddressG. Stinton A Co.,
On the trial the plaintiff relied upon the
Portland,
50-ly
CASH FOR BUTTER AND
naw, July 3rd ; and an oration at Ypsilami. Ac.
Now Is the time to secure a $1.00 paper and a
original grant of Congress, the State legis- July 4th.
premium at the same time.
Holland, Jnne 1st,
C3T Job Printing neatly done here.
ContesUng their respective titles,especially

WYNNE.

The oldest Furniture House in
the City.

Wc would further announce that in addition to the
above arrangementa,we have al*o pnrcha*ed a
large barge, which will be fitted up with nullable
neat* and awning*,and will accommodate from :*)0
to 400 persona, and admirablyadapted for Sunday-

He

on

Have Constantly on hand a selectAssortment of
Fine Watches ana Clocks, of the best Manufacture,
Silverand Silver Plated Ware. Jewelry, Spectacles,

survey

language in

Co. Under

FIRM!

ALBERS & WYNNE,
JEWELERS.

The Public are Informed that the plea*ant and
beautifullittlesteamer FANNY’ SHRIVER of
lie Com. on Claims and Accounts re
Holland, can be chartered any day or evening durpolled, recommending that the following ing the Mimmer aea*on to make exenrsiou*on
hills be paid: II. Wicrsema, Street com’r
labor on streets, $64.85; T. Van der Vusse,

&

Lake

NEW

City.

Store
the
Farmers’ Implements, VanOurLandegend
A .Wells.

The Subscriber offers his beautifulfarm, for sale,
containing 80 acres flr*t-ratc land, situated 8 miles
north of the city of Amboy, ill , 6 miles south of
which this paper is published.
will
A Premium to Every Subecribcer.
Haven to Port Huron, along the line menFranklin, 10 miles east of the city of Dixon and
persist in insinuating that the English lanThe Western Advertiser will ho made the leading 2 )( miles west of Lee Centre; has a good frame
tioned in the original Act of Congress doguage is a hodge podge, compared with Family NewspaperIn the West and South-west, dwelling house and large frame barn, and all the
necessaryoutbuildings, corn cribs and sheds, 8
nating the lands to the Port Huron
will be larger and containmore reading than any
the euphony, of his beautifulmother- other
weekly published. Features : Stories,Poetry wells of never falling water, about 600 hearing
Michigan Railroad
a
Apple Trees, calculated to bear from 1,000 to 1,200
Choice Miscellany, News, Gossip, Sports, Complete
tongue. Well, perhaps we would if
Market Report*from New York, Chicago, St. Loul* bushels this season, Peach, Plum, Cherry A Pear
certain financial arrangement, between
were editing a Dutch paper. Judging and Cincinnati, Ladies Column, Grange Depart-' Trees, all bearing, Grapes,Currents, Strawberries,
Pic Plant A Asparagus In great abundance. There
this latter Company aid other parties, the
from the last number of De Orondiret, Ho- ment, Agricultural, Book Reviews, Literary Notes, is 18 acres Into Corn, Ifl acres with Oats. 14 acres In
Ac., Ac., Large sixteen Page Sheet. Per volume
details of which hare no bearing
the
Pasture, balance In Timothy meadow. The whole
gie has got it bad. But inasmuch as we of Twenty-alxnumbers, ONE
question of title,this company on the 1st
Every subscribergets a premium. No auch will be sold for $4,000; $1,600 can be paid at times to
do not wish to disturb the prospects for a premiums ever given to single subscribers or club suit purchaser.Title perfect.For further particalars address
of July, 1873, deeded all these lands to
agents. Present List: In Cash, $1,000,$5.00 two
rousing celebration of the “Fourth,”
R D. PIERONNET,
of
$2. W, three of |1. 00 two of |B0, four of $25;
Mr. W. R. Bowes, as Trustee.
this
Jane 1,
Amboy, Lee Co., Illinois.
shall postpone further remarks until after two Pianos, Little Libraryof 120 vola. Heavy
date on, these two parties, Messrs. W. R.
American Gold Watches. Solid Gold Vest Chains,
that day . Hogie is evidently attemptingto Fine Silver Watches; Singer, Weed and Domestic
Bowes and A. D. Griswold, have been
work up a clique, on point of nationality, Sewing Machines,Fine Etly Family Organ ; Gent’s
to the

Holland

Hard-ware.

do we, but he cannot

overcome his antipathy

MUST

LARGE
STOCK
- G-EITER/AIj

from Flint to Owosso, thereby forming a

continuousline of Railroad from Grand

after. HE

hi*

of the last meeting were
and approved.
OF
'he Committee to whom was referred
thejpetitionof T. J. Akeley, for a repeal
of $ect. 8, of an Ordinance relative tc
resident Auctioneers, reported against the
prater of the petitioner.The report was
adopted.
T ic Committee on Streets, Roads and I hope to nee all my old friendnand many new
once to examine my good*, to well
Bruges reported, recommendingthat the
•elected for the trade.
building of a side-walk on the East side ol
We have on hand a rail Auortcestcf the Cat
Fishj Street between 7th and 9th streets, he
postponed for reasons set forth in the re- COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING STOVES.
mon trance. Adopted.
Stove-Pipe,'Stove Furniture, Etc.,
Tie same Committee further reported Horse Nails,
that the petition for opening 15th Street he
Horse Shoes,
gran ed, and that $50 be appropriated, tc
Wagon Springs,
lie expended for the improvement of said
Horse Trimmings,
Stroot. Adopted.
Glass, Putty,
The Com. on Public Buildingsand Prop
Paints, Oils,
erty recommended that the shade trees sel
Nails, etc.
out by the City be cared for, and that the
Street Commissionerhe instructedto dc
the necessarywork.
The Marshal reported$710 collected foi
saloon and billiardtable licenses.
The bonds of J. Myers, II Kappler ami
And many other thing* too numerous to mention.
A. Lundblad, saloon keepers, were pre
SSFAIBING A JOBBING BONE AT SHOBT NOTICE.
sentod and approved by the Council.
A bill was introducedto repeal certain
E. VAN DER VEEN.
Ordinances, and placed on the “ Special
S. E. cor. 8th A River
46 .Jicl-ly
Order of the Day,” for the next regular
meeting.
The Council took a recess, and was again
he minutes

rcati

on the contrary, Ifogie thinks all the

world of

is

1874.

any personal feeling that exists between

aid them
us,

in

on account of

v'c
I

Lake Michigan Railroad Co.,

News, not

by the way, is all he

.......

Sightlt Street,

were

lands. •It was soon after this that other

which

on

not mentioned. Chronicle and Mr. Weller of The New* and eleven cross walks be let to the Street Com
In 1867, Mr. A. D. Griswold, the defen- Reporter. It is said that Mr. Rice before missioncr, for $25. Adopted.
The Marshal and the clerk presented
dant’s counsel, bought from Lewis Drake, his death requested that the lodge of which
bills for salary for the 1st quarter of the
all his. interest as sole heir, in these he was a member would not publish, in current year. Allowed.
the lands in question

percentage,

IRE C1I7 DECS STORE AT RASP THE PRICE OTHER STORES OHARCE,

may

of block 30, $15.20; J. Major, cylinders foi
r e engine, $78.09; H. W. Vcrbeek & Co.
few descriptions in
epairing, $0.65; Winter Bro’s. and Brouw
were sold in bulk, at the City of Pontiac,
5*r, work on fire engine, $37.00; J. IKk
^strn, work on streets, $2.25; J. Lockhart,
for the nominal sum of $100, and bid off
for watching fire adjacent to City, May 9.
by Drake himself; the deed of which was
$1.25; M. De Boe, P. Sys, James Westnot recorded until after Drake’s death.
veer, John Wcstvcer, W. Roseboom, A.
Cloetinghand J. Krokcc, each $2.50 for
At his death, Mr. Drake left all his
same; J. I). Evcrhard, bal. due on salary
property, by will to his wife. The widow
It isn’t often that men, especially news- as Fire Warden, for last year, $5.00.
when she died, left all her property to paper men, love each other as little as did
The Com. on Streets,Roads and Bridg
Lewis Drake, her son. In both these wills the late Geo. C. Rice of the Muskegon es recommended that the construction ol

and Muskegon, and a
Allegan County. They

calm, Kent, Ottawa

1,i8

Remember this : We do not buy up Physicians(even at their own price), nor do we pay any one a precentagefor their Prescriptions.We believe that when a Doctor receives his pay for the visit he makes, he has no further claim on his patient • and we
do not propose to charge the patient an extra price and play into the Doctor’s hands.
It is a fact not well known, and therefore we wish it distinctly understood, that when you receive a prescription, NV)
be printed
it, you are at perfect liberty to have it prepared at ary
Store you wish. 1 he knowledge of this fact accounts in part tor the very large number of prescriptions put up at the City
Drug Stork, a number more than double that of all the other establishments in our CKy combined.

Master’s Oration— Trial by Jury, called to order.
J. Ten Eyck, LL. B., Fairvicw,
The Street Commissioner was instructed
ill.
to straighten the cross walk of 10th Street,
Mime.
on River Street crossing.

Graft, assigned the

Doclor would ,08C

bids the Fifty dollars and one cent?

spiritual.

Life; their place to be located by the joint
action of circumstance,common sense and

the Legislature.

wt? vmV0U

KELP vJUIET.

three-fold nature of

man—physical, mental and

line to Port

Kpiw

( Official.

ArWisscher— The

miles. There two roads were to form a
one

(which he may be able to send to your establishment.)Do not fear that your customers will find it out As the Doctor receives
a part of the money, he will not mjmc you, but on the contrary will swear it is not so, and will advise all his patients to go to your
.store, no matter if they with to or not. You have secured him, purchased him, HE IS YOURS. (Provided some one will not
fitter a cent or two more, in which case he will at once leave you.) But suppose a few mistakes should occur, and some of the
{patients should drop oft very euddenly-vie will suppose by the careless dispensingof Strychnine or Ar*mc-and a post-mortemexamination be called for, have no fears, all will go well. Is not the Doctor or your side? And besides, if the fact became known

tion^^

clear across the State, a length of 192
junctionat Flint, and from thence run as

GIVE HIM A PERCENTAGE ON EACH PRESCRIPTION,

week, to conduct the annual examina-

tions.

EACH PRESCRIPTION,

and we readily accept the gauntlet.

3

Maine.

Ready Pay.

1874.

EGGS.
120-132

“

Fourth”

next week.—

No

The wounded of

OP

E.

Eighth Street, City ok Holland.
The underalgned rcapectfiillyannounccfl that he
his old
and that noaid reputation,
rcputat
body needs to bo wanting In anything
which bclongBto hla line of trade.

ctlll sustains

Uiitt Stnti, loilii,

d

5

June Ifl »chr A. PlugK<T Chicago87 Might
“ 22 achr J. L. Shank Kaclnc 23 Might
schr Joses Chicago 120 1- light.
23 schr Four Brothers Chicago95 Might.
schr Spray Racine 48 Might.
schrArrow Chicago 67 t—-light.
light.
24 schr Hope Muskegon. 14 t-»i,(X)0.
16 bark Contest Kenosha 87 Might.
25 bark Wollln Chicago 49 Might,
schr J. L. Shank, Racine 25 Might,
schr A. Plugger Chicago
270

Also a full line of

!

I

The moBt competent workmen constantlyemployed, and all work made up In thej
latestBtyle and with dlBpatch.

ItitiriDi fill

kem

H. D. Post, Eso., offers the “ Russell

Farm”

HBROLD.

Holland, Feb. 20th, 1874. l-S^s-ly

for

sale— Notice next

issue.

We

have again changed our Itailroad
time-tables. They can be relied upon.

1— 1,000 liides

pkgs mdse.

the

-

Holland City Nnra

A

JACOB FLIEMAN,

:

Card-

I

Has re-opened his carriage and wagon mannoiitlnn tma lu-i.n ofactory at his old stand on River street, where h«
This last week the que
ueminn lias otui I may bo found, ready at all times to make anyasked me repeatedly:Did Mr. Gadicke thing in the line of
purchase Arseuic at your store? I answer
“No, we never sell it, or any arilele of lids
class, unless we are well satisfiedof iho
use to be made of the same, or upon a
Light <fe
Wagons,
written orier from a Physician. Scarcely
a day passes that we do not offend some
Sleighs, Trucks, Etc., Etc.
one, by our strict adherence to this rule.
A good assortmentof Thimble Skeins always
In reporting this, surely the name of the
on hand.
Druggist who sold the goods should have Warranted 8cat-8pringflof any shape or style.
been given, (if no other notice had been taken
I U8K NOTUING BUT
of it) and not have suspicion thrown on all
the Druggistsin theClty.

Top or Open Buggies,
Heavy

business is lively and brisk, unless
disturbed by attachmentsand replevins.

u

mm

tbo&ow

HEBER WALSH,

Bark

Druggist& Pharmacist. My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured from
Holland, June 24, 1874.

June 19 Bchr A. Pluggor 87t— 7B cordB Bark 806
bbl Heading 18,000 F. B. HtavcB.
22 schr J. L, Shank 29 1— 2fi cords Bark.

fio&pt Attsition,
E.

89

Be sure and read Walsh’s new advertisement in this week's paper.

DEPARTURES.

FIHSroiUSTG-S

are all doing

The Rev. R. Pieters is gradually, but
slowly recovering.

AUBIVALS.

Kiusi Wear,

week

well.

POET OP HOLLAND.

HEBOID,

last

Fbr

paper the

Patittc |ntcUifjfncf.

Saul

The new Currency Bill as approved by
the President will be found in our Third

The Art ok Money Making, or The
Road
to Fortune.”— A Universal Guido
page.
to honest success,by James D. Mills, a
A Democratic State Conventionhas New York Merchant; dedicated to the milbeen called at Lansing, on the 28th of Au- lions who believe in the value of personal
experience, hut admit that much can he
gust.

“

schr Joses 120 1— 180 cords Bark.
23 schr Spray 48 1— 88 cords Bark.
“ schr Four Brothers 95 t-flO m Oak Lumber
schr Arrow, 69 1-31 cords slabs 40 cords
Hark.
21 schr Contest 97 t -90 cords Bark.
schr Hope 14 t— 30 bush Potatoes 450 dox
Kggs 900 lbs Butter 4 bbls Flour 3
bush. Beans.
schr Trl Color 36 t —40 cords Hark.
25 schr Wollln 49 t— 70 cords Hark.
schr J. L. Shank 25—25 cords Bark.
schr A. Plugger 87-240 m f b strves 000
bbls f b Heading,

“

“

Etovlli Eiittrs link,

Work

All

Warranted.

General Hlicksmlthlng done «lth
aid dispatch.

neatness

.

Horse Shoeing a

Speciality.

Thanking mv old customers for

past favors,

learned from hooks and the experience of I solicit a call from them, and as many new nnei
others. Its contents are briefly stated as as want anything in my line.
“
E. G. Parsons, of Grand Haven, and A.
follows:— Acquisitivenessthe foundation
J. FLIEMAN
C. Adsit, of Spring Lake, have formed a
“
of human prosperity— Choice of Profesco
partnership
for
the
practice
of
law.—
“
sion— Business Morufity— Industry— MethHerald.
od — Perseverance — Prudence — Punctu\
Among the arrivals this week, at the ality-Economy — Self Culture — TemperPalmer House, Chicago, wc notice H. M. ance-Knowledgeof Book-keeping and Have Just opened a Large and well Select) d Block of
Labouchereand wife, Amsterdam, Hol- Arithmatic generally— Politeness — SucPROPRIETOR,
cess and Failure— Employes; the relative Dry goods,
land.
duties of employer and employed— PartGen. Garibaldi is reported very ill.
articleof LAUKR BEER and ALE on
• Groceries,
A. fiand at all times.
nership— Capital and Credit— Life of
The S. School pic nic of the Third
Crockery, and
Peter Cooper, Horace B. Claflin, ComoConductor Fifield and wife arc making
All orders promptly attended to, and no
Church, on Thursday was a fine affair
Hats & Caps,
dore Vanderbilt, J. J. Anderhon, Benjamin
a
trip
to
Salt
Lake
City.
cartage charged for
even If it did rain a “little much.” ,Thls
Which they are offering at Prices,that defy
Franklin, P. T. Barnum, the Rotcliilds,
is official.
A. T. Stewart and others. The hook is
Competition.
Ex-Gov. Haldwin, now in Europe, will
hound in fine cloth and contains 435 pages.
return home in September.
Prairie chickens make food of the poAlios complete Stock of
The proprietorwould announce that he
It is sold on subscription for #2.50, but is
tato-bug, and it is said that ducks will do
pays the highest
The revenue-cutter Andrew Johnson is the same, if they are not given any other offered by L. T. Ranters & Co., for $2.00.
Only a small lot of them left on hand.
CASH FOR HARLEY
HOPS. to go into commission soon.
kinds of food.

CAUL ZEEB,

47-Kcl-ly

Jotting

DELIVER/ir.

FLOUR

AND

Holland, January

28,

1874. 50-3s-ly

FLOUR & FEED
STORE OF

SLOOTER & HIGGINS,

Hitchcock’s,even and complete Analyalways go further than
The pulpit in Hope Church will be supsis of the Bible is also offered for sale
a flat-iron or a potato-masher.
plied to-morrow by Rev. Dr. Phelps, and
cheap, at Ranters’ Book and Stationary
next week Sunday (July 5), by Rev. E. C.
store.
A. J. Kellogg Esq., of Allegan, has been
Oggel, of Grand Haven.
appointedby Gov. Hanley to the office of
To the Public:
Stale Fish Commissioner.
There is a crisis in the Dutch Ministry,
A kind word

will

A

First-class Flour

& Feed Store.

J. O.

dead.

AIWA YS OS HAM).
All

DOE8BURG,

good* purchasedol ui will

l>«

Delivered Free!

Card.

owing to the rejection by the Chambers of
Our former townsman, Ennc Kraai, the Government bill loweringthe franchise
8th Street,Holland,Michigan.
As a number have been in, enquiring if
now living at Grand Haven, is suffering The Ministers have resigned.
We beg leave to call the attention of the Public severely from rheumatism.
Mr. Gadicke, had bought his Ague Cure
to the fact that we have opened, in LABARBE'S
(Arsenic) at my Store, I would say, that he
OLD FURNITURE STORE (west of Van LandcMr. H. S. Eagle informs us that he is
jjend's) a FLOUR AND FEED STORE. We shall
China has streets paved with granite making the necessary preparationsfor a did not, as I invariably first enquire, for
iccp constantly on hand everythingthat pertains
what use it is wanted.
docks laid over three hundred years ago
brisk trade in fruit of all kinds. He calcuto a
Respectfully Yours,
and as good as new. The contractorsare
lates on at least two thousand barrels of

FEED,

&

To any part of the Ulty.
Give ui a call before purchasingelsewhere, at our
N>'w Store on River Street,next to Van Putter'sDrug

Store,

46-Mcl-ly

i

Druggist.

apples.

(SUCCESSORS TO DUTTON

A THOMPSON)
Holland,June 23, 1874.
N.
B.—
Paints
&
Oils,
and
all
kinds
of
Jim Jedkins, of Saugatuck, the old
After the commencement exercises on Drugs, Medicines,Patent Medicines, &c.,
Flour, Feed,
stage-driver bcl ween that place and Hoi'Wednesday evening,it appearedas though sold at my Store for Cash ; cheap as the
and, has gone to Grand Traverse, where,
Hay, Grain,
Engineers
Machinists.
the audience adjourned en masse to the
cheapest, if not lower.
le has purchased a stage route. . yw
io:Ice-creamParlors of L. T. Ranters & Co.
and Mill Stuff,
Messrs P. Wintkrs, K. WiNTiasand J. Bkower,
Messrs. L. T. Ranters & Co., will have
Schoolmistress.— “Why, Johnny, I’m
have formed a co-partnership under the above firm
The
lassis of Holland will hold ‘•extra furniture in their attractiveIce
name, and will devote thcmselveawith all due atPrices. ashamed of you. When I was your age, I special session next \V ednesday.forthecx-%veam |ill|j an(i parlors on the' next Fourth tention
and diligence to anythingand everything
could read as well as I do now.” Johnny.
SLOOTER & HIGGINS.
aminations of J. Hofman and N. Neerken
pertaining to the line of Engineersind Machinists.
of
July,
and
will
he
able
to
accommodate
—“Aw, but you’d a different teacher to Theological graduates from Hope College.'
ThbHuoi> and Foumjrt are located at the old
Holland, March 13, 1874. 108-ly
two hundred customers at a time; they pro- stand, west of Hkalds.
what we’ve got.”
mise to have on hand plenty of good Soda
Tub Bucksbithmiopformerlyrun by P. & E.
In mentioning last week, the names of
Winters, will be continuedas before.
John Van Anroy has been appointed by the members of the new Board of Trustees Water, Ice Cream. Candies, Cigars, Fire Tub Plow Busin esh heretofore conducted and
Crackers, Torpedoes, Ac. They have althe. County, or the party interestedin the of School DistrictNo. 1, wc should have
managed bv It. K. lleald has been transferred to
1
ate deficiency in the County Treasury,to given the name of I. Marsilje instead of ready engaged ouite a corps of Young us and w 111 be run In connectionwith the above.
Mill Rbfaibibq, w ill receive our special attenLadies, to serve the Public that favor them
superintendthe strawberrycrop on the old F. Plasm an.
tion.
with
their
patronage
that
day.
They
will
place of Dr. Morris.
Ship Blacksmithino, done In all ita branches
have at least four places where their Favor- with nromnlnessand dispatch.
MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS 1NJ
A little eight-year-older in looking at
Mill owners and manufacturersare requested to
Strawberries are going forward in a panaramaof Biblical views, was wrapped He Ice Cream can he had at ten cents a dish. give
us a cal).
arge quantities,nearly five thousand cases in admiration at the scene of Eli-ezer
Holland, Mich., March 12, 1874.
108-ly
Parties
wanting
masks
are
requested
being sent by the Corona on Thursday and Rebecca at the well, and exclaimed:
night. The price realized in Chicago on “ Pa, do you sec that picture ? I’ll bet five to leave their orders with L. T. Ranters &
Co., before Tuesday, so as to be in time.
Thursday was 10 to 12 cents per quart.— dollars they are Grangers.”

PRACTICAL

\

and

At Lowest Cash

(

7

BOOTS, SHOES,

Howe Machine needles and attachments
Everybody who
In England, women vote on the same
The examinationsof the Public Schools terms as men in all town, parochialand will now be kept constantlyon hand by wishes to purchase PAINTS, OILS, VARNISH,
BRUSHES, GLASS, etc., to call and examlue my
L. T. Ranters « Co.
of the City of Holland took place this

KTJBBEBS, ETC.

municipalelections; and it is believed the
week, and the school year closed on Thurs- present Parliamentwill give them suffrage
To the traveling public, and those leaving for
day evening with the usual commence- for members of Parliament,the only step
Grand Rapids on the afternoontrain, we would
ment exercises,which our room this week, which remains to be taken, Gladstone and
state that BURGARD'S, 38 Furl Street. Is the
Very large stock on band. prevents us from publishing.
Disraeli both being favorable thereto. In
best place for a meal, or a lunch, in Grand Rapids.
Holland, women vote on the same properEverythingnecessary for a first-class restaurant,Is
Ex-President Johnson will sneak at Bay ty qualificationsas men.
kept there and there is no unnecessary delay. Try
City on the Fourth, and Gen. B. M. Cutchand
115—
HOLUHD,
Sill
eon at Portland. We were just in time to
At the last grand hall on the plains,
secure Judge Littlejohn for Holland, as wc Miss Clara, the belle of that neighborhood
46-8 b ly
F. & A. M.
see by the Allegan papers that invitations was attired in a huff grosgrainedbuckskin
have been received by him from other dress, with army blanket overskirt,bot- A Rkoitlar Communication of Unity Lodok,
places.
tom looped up with buckskin stringscut No. 191, F. A A. M., will he held at Masonic Hall,
DEALER IN
bias. Hair dressed a la Red Cloud, in Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Juno
at 7M o’clock, sharp.
At the annual meeting of the West Point which was twined a few sprigs of sage 24th,
N. B. The *Installation of Officers will take
alumni, Professor Churcli introduced a res- brush, the whole secured behind in a place.
olution, which was unanimously adopted, bunch with a handsome pin made with a
W. J. Scorr, W. M.
in
i ron
J. O. Doesbubu, Stc'y.
47-ly
inviting all graduates, both from the South pine splinter and a buffalo’sear.
and North, to loin in the anniversary dinFEED, CORN, &c.
I. 0- of o. F.
ner next year, June 17th, the anniversary
All the arrangements for the celebraAll orderB promptly attended to.
of the battle of Bunker Hill.
tion of the Fourth arc nearly complcteily
Holland City Lodyo, No. 192, IndependentOrder
and large hills announce the programme. of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
AOKNT TOR
He Vdlknriend is a new paper published In addition to what has been previously(Fellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
f each week.
U.S.Ex. Co«& M. Ii« S. R.
in the Holland language at Orange City, mentioned we add the following:
Visiting brothersare cordially invited.
Iowa, and edited by Henry Hospers, Esq.,
President—Hon. I. Cappon.
Office at M. L. S. R. R. Depot,
N. W. Bacon, N. G.
formerly of Pella’s WeebUid. Its aim is to
Vice-Presidenta—
Hon. J. W. Garvelink R. K. Ubald, /lee. Sec'y.
HOLLAND, MICH.
•p. A. Schoutkn, Per.
47-ly
advocate and nromote the interestsof the and Isaac Fairbanks, Fillmore. Dr. W.
--- new colony in Northern Iowa. The paper Van Den Berg, J. Den Herder and A
46-28-ly
^ASTORIA Is more than a substitute for Castor
is not very large but lively.
Bolks, Zeeland. H. Bosch, Vriesland. W.
Oil) It Is the only »aft article In existence
Diekema and D. B. K. Van Raalte, HolThe excursion of the Fanny Shriter, land. W. H. Willis, Olive. R. Koning, which Is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
bowels, cure wind -colic and produce natural
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Monday evening, was a very pleasant af- and H. Kok, Overyssel. A. J. Neerken,
sleik). It contains neither minerals, morphine or
fair. After a warm day, iUs more than Laketown.
Docs a general Banking, Exchange, and Colalcqhol,and Is pleasantto take. Children need
refreshing on a beautiful moonlight evenChaplain— Rev. P. Phelps, I). D.
lection business. Collections made on all points
not cry and mothers may rest.
Reader— Rev. B. F. Doughty,
in the United States and Europe. Particularatten- ing,
ig, with a social party and a baud of mution paid to the collectionsor Banks and Bankers. sicians on hoard, to ride out upon Lake
Orators— Hon. F.J. Littlejohn and Rev.
Remittances made on day of payment.All busiMichigan and enjoy the fresh lake breeze. II. Uiterwijk.
CENTAUB LINIMENTS.
ness entrustedto me shall have prompt atten
Marshal— Geo. W. McBride, Esq.
tlon. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight Foreign exchange bought
Messrs. Workman & Sons have taken
There in no pain which the CenAss’t Marshals— F. Boonstra and J Vauand sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe the agency for the sale of a new peach bastaur LinlmcntHwill not relieve, no
pell.
sold at my office.
ket manufacturedby Messrs. Vyn & Clark,
Rwelllng they will not euhdue, and
For further particulars, see posters.
105
N. KENYON.
of Zeeland. It is no doubt one of the best
no lameneaa which they will not
articles for the safe transportation of fruit
cure. Title le etrong language*
Married*
either by steamboator railroad. We adhut It le true. They have provise all fruit growers to call and examine. GEARY— KEELER— On Thursday,Jane 25, 1874,
duced more cure* of rheumatism,
at the residence of Mr. R. B. Ferris, by Rev.
neuralgia,lock-jaw, paley, sprains
DEALER IN
kl^rptr
The side-wheel steamer Huron, of De- Prof. T. Romeyn Bock, Miss Hattie N. Gbary,
swellings, caked breasts, scalds,
of Holland Cltr, Mich., to Mr. William H.
troit, has been purchased by George Hanburns, salt-rheum car -ache,*c., upou the human
Keelek, of Boston, Moss.
nah, of South Haven, and will run from
The happy couple left for their home in frame, and of stralne,spavin, galls, Ac., upon aniI hereby give notice to al Chicago to South Haven. We learn from New
England that same afternoon,with mals in one year than have all other pretended
very reliableparties that efforts will he
the
best
wishes of their friends for their remedies since the world began. They are counterinterested that during this sea- made to include Saugatuck and Holland in
irritant, all-healingpain relievers. Cripples throw
future health and happiness.
son, I will pay the Highest the line, for the accommodationof fruitaway their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous

A

see.
-

El

SM,

WANT

I

--

—

St. Joseph Herald.

---

J. E. HIGGINS,
&

stock. The

Holland City White Lead
is not surpassed.It is warrantedsuperior to any
White Lead In this market, and Is Mild at much
less price. My stock Is purchasedIn large quantities of first hands, saving all lubbers’ proflta, and I
can therefore afford to sell below my neighbors.
Remember— lam not to be undernold by any House
n the State of Michigan. Call and see.

46

tf

HEBER WALSH
Druggist a Pharmacist.

W. VAN PUTTEN,
GENERAL DEALER IN

Drugs

-

Medicines,

MILL

\
\

R*

-

Sec'y.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.

tf

R.

K

Paints

•Cash Price for
Staves.

BARK

White Oak

raisers.

The following popular brands of

The Detroit Union has passed under a
new management, and its editorialcontrol
will he vested in the hands of John H.
Harmon, one of the founders of the Free
I will also contract for future delivery, Prm, and Thus. M. Cook, a veteran jourand am prepared to receive staves on any nalist connected many years ago with the
Dock on the Hanks of Black Lake, ant Free Prm. The paper will be an indepenRiver or^t any of the Railroad Stations
dent opposition journal.
All correspondenceby Mail will receive
prompt attention. R. KANTER8.
Supervisor Diekema of Holland TownHolland, Mich., May 1, 1874. 115-tf
ship will please accept our thanks for the

;CASH ON

DELIVERY

cigars are

in

stock at

Knight Templers,
Little

T

Dick,

Freeman’s Choice,
T. Our Pet,
La Cadena,
K Globe,
A Lyon’s Victory,
N Legal Tender,
T Opera,
E El Aguila De Oro,
R La Catalina,

Henry Clay,
Little Ones,
La Espanola,

Young

Lillie Cigars,

Sports,

Medallion,
Golden Crown,
Globe Londres,
Lea Shore,

S Champion.

Cigars Excelente,

following census items of his Township:
Total population, 2,714; males, 1,439; feAttention Firemen!
males, 1,275; married, 491; widoweis,29;
Kimm’s Pilli, Worm Cakes. Ague Cure and Bitwidows,
42; deaths in ’73,41; births in ’78,
ters. We intend to keep these Medicines on hand.
109; Horses, 366; workoxen, 107; milch The members of the Fire Department
0. C. JONES ft CO.
120-4w
Olive, Mich., Jane 1, 1874.
cows, 818. Bushels of wheat raised,18,- will turn out and joih the processionon
055; com, 41,583; all other grains, 12,568 the Fourth, and report at the Engine House
SHIPPING. Bills and Shipping There arc 4 steam saw-mills, 1 large tan in the morning at 9 o’clock.
J. KRAMER, Chf Eng.
Tags, printed at This
1 nery and 2 brick -yards.

Jut

Beceived.

HT

Office.

i

-

-

•

_

__

__

.

:

-

-i.- -*a. ;

.....

....

. _

bites rendered harmless and

Oils,

Putty, (Hass, Etc.
Patent Medicines,
Choice Wines and Liquors,

Fancy Soaps l Perfumery.
Tooth

Brushes,
Clothes Brushes,
Hair Brushes,

Shaving Brushes,
and Paint Brushes.
Razors and Razor Straps,
Chamois Skins, and
Nursing Bottles.
A FULL

ASSORTMENT OP

Supporters and Trusses,
And

everything, ninally kept in Drug Store*.

Physicians' Prescriptions Carrfully Cm*

AFTERS,

STAVES, WOOD AND

and

pounded, Day or Night.

4HfeMy

IFHCEITIX
Planing Mill.

the wounded are In re-building our new shop wc have purchased entire new Machinery,

healed without a scar. The receipt is published

around each bottle. They

sell as

no article ever

before sold, and they sell because they do just

Oj' the Most Approved Patterns;
And we are confident we can latlafy all who
from
want

what

they pretend to do. Those who now suffer
rheumatism,pain or swellingdeserve to suffer

If

they will not use CentaurLiniment, white wrapper.

Planing, Matching,

More than 1000 certificates of remarkablecures, Including frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gont,
runningtumors, Ac., have been received. . We will

Or Re-Sawing Done.

send a circularcontainingcertificates,the recipe,
Ac., gratis, to any one requestingit.

One

bottle

of the yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment Is worth
one hundred dollarsfor spavined or
and mules, or for screw-worm In

s

weened horses

sheep. Stock

owners— these liniments are worth your

WE HAVE

A

STEAM

DR/Y- KILJST,
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A

;

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, BASH AND BLINDS,

attention'.

No family should be wlthontthem. “White wrapper for family use
Yellow wrapper for onlmali. Or anything in onr line, mannfactnred on abort
notit*.
Sold by all Druggist. 50 cents per bottle; large
bottles,$1.90. J. B.

Rosa A

H.

Co., 53 Broadway,

New York.
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THK MYSTEKY OF THE HUMAN

“

HEART.

not a

BY OWEN MEREDITH,
Midnightput-' ! Nut h ruuud of aught
Yhrmtjfbthe Hl'.eiithouse but the wind

at

hi*

prayer*.
I Mi by the dying tire and thought
Of the dear, dead woman up>ataire.
A night of tear* ; for the gusty rain
Had ceased, hut the eaves were drit ping yet ;
And the moon looVed forth,a* though iu pain,
With her face all white and wet.
.

Nobody with me my watch to keep,J
but the friend of my bosom, the roan
And grief has sent him fast asleep
In the chamber up above.

I love

;

Nobod v elae, in the country-place
All round, that knew ot my loss beside,
But the good young priest with the lUphad-face,
Who cuufciaed hoi when she died.
That good young p-iesl Is of gentle nerve,
And my grief nad moved him beyond control
For bis lips grew white, as I could observe,
When *i»eedetl h-r parting soul.
I

;

by the dreary heart li alone ;
thought of the pleasant days of yore;
The staff of my Ufa is gone ;
The woman I love 1* no more.

sat
I

I aaid. “

" On her cold, dead bosom my partraltlies,
Which next to her heart she u*ed to wear,
Hauntingit o’er with her tender eyes
When my face was not there.
“ It is set all around with rubies red,
And pearl* which a Peri might have kept
For each ruby there my heart hath bled—
For each pearl my eyes have wept."

;

And
It

I said. “The thing ia precious to me ;
they will bury ber Soon In the churchyard-clay
lbs on her In art, and lost must be
If I d» not talie it away."

;

lightedray lamp at the dying flame,
And crept up the stairs tnat cracked for fright,
Till into the cnamber of death I came
Where she lay m all her white.
I

stretched my hand I held ray breath
turned as I drew the curtain a|«rt
I dared not lo< k ««a tho face of death,
I knew where to find her heart.
As

I

I

I

'

Twa* the band of

a mau. that was moving slow
O'er the heart of the dead— from the other side;
And at oace the sweat brokeovermy brow—
M Who is robbing the corpse 7’’ I cried.

Opposite me, by the taper'alight,
Pbe friend of my bosom, the man I loved,
Blood over the corpse, and alt as white—
And neither of us moved.

“What do you here, my friend?'’. . The man
Looked Arst at me. and then at the dead.
“ There Is a portraithere," he began
“ There is. It is mine !’’ I said.

;

Bald the friend of my bosom, “ Yonrs, no doubt,
The portraitwas, till a mouth ago,
When this sufferingangel took that out,
And placed mine here, I know."
This woman, she loved me well,"said I.
a mouth ago," said my friend to me.
44 And In your throat,"I groaned, “ you lie !"
He answered: . . “Let us see."

44

Enough

returned ; "let the dead decide
And, whoever the portrait prove,
His shall it be when the cause is tried
Where Death is arraigned by Love."
44

!" I

was screenim
and my empty head was myself and companion from sun and

sure he flattered my vanity umbrella with which I

little,

“

You must know

that there ia

an

;

Lincoln’s

ir-

regular chain of small lakes extending
transverselyfrom the
of Quinte,
near tho eastern end of Lake Outflrio,
to the eastern end of Superior. Rice
lake is the first of the chain counting
from Ontario, and it lies at a distance
of from two to four hoars’ drive from
several small towns on the frontier. We
had au early breakfast, and set off at 8
o’clock, so that we need not be on the
road during t^e heat of the day. There
were several carriages; the one in
which I rode was a handsome barouche
hired from a livery-stable for the occasion, and by my side sat the all-conquering Mr. Downs.
“For some unexplained reason Harry
Vane did not go in any of the carrittges, but was mounted on horseback,
ami he rode gayly by the side of first
one vehicle,then another. When we
had gone a little distance out of town
tho country air, sights and sounds were
so exhilaratingthat wo in our carriage

By

rode up and joined in the song, he being particularly fond of singing. Shortly we struck off into an old ditty which
he and I had sung together countless
times when wo skied each first in the
esteem of the other and no gay stranger
had come between us. For a stanza or
two Harry sang bravely, but when he
came to the refrain suddenly his horse
bolted and he rode off, catching at his
hat with one hand and seeming to draw
rein with the other. The remainderof
the party thought his horse had shied
and
away with him, but I saw

and

by Dickens.

extraordinarily familiar with

some.
“ Meanwhile we had crossed the lake
and were making our way down to tho
landing adjoining,which was our camp,
keeping close iu shore to avoid the com-

gentlemen.” Mr. Stanton then noticed,
with great surprise, that the President
sat with au air of dignity in his chair,
instead of rolling about iu the most ungainly attitudes, as his invariablecusmotion of the water.
tom was, and that instead of telling ir“ There is a peculiarityin that lake. relevant or questionable stories he was
Tho wild rice, from which it takes its grave and calm, and quite a different
name, grows over almost the entire mau. Mr. Stanton, on leaving the
bottom of the basin, and when at its council with the Attorney- General, said
tidiest the grain lies floating on the sur- to him : “ That is the most satisfacface of the water, and the Indians, when tory Cabinet meeting I have attended
it is ripe, paddle lound and gather it for many a long day. What an extrainto their canoes. This, however, ordinary change iu Mr. Lincoln ! ” The
makes navigation to ordinary rowers Attorney-General replied:
all
ratheV difficult ; and where the ba*in is saw that before you came in. While
particularly shallow or when the waters we were waiting for you, he said, with
are agitated by storms the passage is his chin down on his breast, “ Gentle-

“We

perilous.

men, something very extraordinary is
soon perceived that Downs and going to happen, aud that very soon.’ ”
George Law were by no means masters To which tho Attorney-General had ob“ I

;

and oh,

how

I longed served, “Something good,

for the tried

grass for awhile, then formed plans for

sir, I

hope.”
very

When the President answered

gravely,“ I don’t know, I don’t know
but it will happen, and shortly, too.”
As they were all impressed by his manner, the Attorney-General took him up
ngaiu : “ Have you received any information, sir, not yet disclosedtons?”
“ No,” answered the President ; “ but
I have had a dream, and I have now
had the same dream three times— once
;

fail to send to

W. H. StenChicago

and Northwestern railway, Chicago,
for a little book entitled “The
Northwest Illustrated.”

It will be

sent

Astonishing.—Few persons are aware
and expense necessary to develop and perfect an invention.
The new Wheeler k Wilson No. 6 Sewing Machine, advertisedincurcolumns,
has already cost that company over
8300,000, and to brjng it weU before
the public will require $200,000 more.
It costs as much to design, construct
and introduce a perfect sewing machine
as to launch a first-class ocean steam-

of tho time, talent

ship.

Dr. R. V. Pierce, of the World’s
Dispensary, Buffalo, N. Y., whose Family
Medicines have won golden opinions and
achieved world-wide reputation,after patient
study and much experimenting, succeeded in
perfecting a Oompound Extract of HniartWeod, or Water Pepper, that is destined to
become as celebratd as his other medicines.
It owes its efficacy not entirely to the SmartWeod, which, however, is a sovereign remedial agent, but largely to a happy combination of that herb with Jamaica Ginger and
other vegetable agents. The combinationis
Mich as to make it a very pleasant remedy to
take. Taken internally,it cures Diarrhea,
Dysentery (or Bloody Flux). Summer Complaint, Cholera, Cholera Morbus. Cholera Infantum, Colic. Cramps aud Pain iu the
Stomach, breaks up Colds, Cramps, Febrdo
and Inffammatory Attacks, Rheumatism and
Neuralgia. Applied externally, it cures
Hi rains and Bruises,Frost Bites. Chilblains.
Felons. Rheumatic Affections, Scalds. Burns,
Cuts. Neuralgia, Pain in Back, Soreness or
Stiffness of Joints, Stings and Bites of Poisonous Insects and Reptiles, Caked Breast or
Ague in Breast,"and Enlarged Glands; in
short, is an unexcelled Liniment for Mau aud
Beast. It is sold by druggists.

Wilhoft’s Tonic ia not a panacea— is
not a cure for everything,but is a catholicon
for malarious diseases, and day by day adds
fresh laurels to its crown of glorious succoss.
EngorgedLivers and Spleens, along the shady
banks of our lakes and rivers, are restored to
their healthy and normal secretions. Health
and vigor follow its use. and Chills have taken
their departure from every household where
Wilhoft s Anti-Periodic is kept and taken.
Don’t fail to try it. Whef.lock,Finlay Jc
Co.. Proprietors,New Orleans.
Foil BALE Ilf ALL DrUOOIBTH.

he night preaeediugthe battle of
; auce ou the night preceding
Columbus discovered America,but it has
3h another (naming a battle not fa- been found that the only economicalShoes
rable to the North). His chin sunk for children aro tho celebrated SILVER-

Bfll Run

ofl^bis breast again, and he sat reflect-

“Might one ask the nature of
dream, sir?” said the AttorneyGeneral. “Well,” replied the Presiing!*

Agaiu Harry called to us to shut
the umbrella, lest it should catch
^!e
ie wi
wind and upset our skiff, aud the
next moment, Downs, who had not said
a word to us girls since the wind sprung
up, snapped out, ‘ Yes, certainly, down
with that umbrella !
“ What with a sense of danger, and
what with sudden consternation at being spoken to in such a tone and manner, I had no self-command, and in
shutting the umbrella I somehow lost
my balance,and the next instant I was
sinking in the blinding waters.

_

TIPPED. Never

wear out at the toe, and are
worth two pairs without Tips.
AU Dealers Bell them.

this

‘£

There were

Do Not Fall.

Do not

vou free. It will show you where and
bow to spend your summer, and how to
last, we fell into a very interesting conget to “the where.”
versation after dinner, when, each of

concomitants of boating on those shallow them giving his own narrative separately,
lakes.
the usual discrepanciesabout details of
“ Looking around the horizon we dis- time were observable. Then Mr. Stancovered the cause of the suddenly rising ton told mo a curious little story, which
wind. A heavy pile of black clouds will form the remainder of this short
coming up behind us in the northwest letter. On the afternoon of the day on
were spreading themselvesalong the which the President was shot, there was
northern horizon and extending upward a Cabinet council, at which he presided.
almost to the zenith ; and at tho same Mr. Stanton, being at the time comtime we began to hear the thunder mander-in-chiefof the Northern troops
mutter and see the lightning play, that were concentrated about here, arthough uot very near. The weather- rived rather late, indeed, they were
wise ones of our party said the shower waiting for him, and, on his entering
was spending itself north of us, but we the room, the President broke off in
might get a sprinkling from its skirts, something ho was saying, aud reand the wind was sure to be trouble- marked : “ Let us proceed to business,

of the situation

Heed’s Temple of Music, Chicago.
Good second-hand pianos,1125 to $200.
New Rosewood pianos, $200 to $300.
New Hquare Grand pianos,$350 to $475.
Warrantedto please, or money refunded.

nett, General Passenger Agent

my

books. He and Sumner having been
the first two public men at the dying
Presidents bedside, and having remained with him until he breathed his

and trusty arm of Harry
Vane to steer our giddy little skiff.
Just then Harry, who was ahead, called
nm
out to us to make for an islet, a little
thoroughly the whole maneuver, and way out iu the lake, on one side of
a sudden pang shot through my selfish which there was not much rice, and
which had been used by the Indians as
heart.
“ On reaching the lake at the point a landing-place,as it sloped gradually
agreed upon, we separated into little into the water ; he said we had better
companies, and wandered about at will, laud there and wait for the squall to
but keeping within the vicinity of the pass over.
camp until the horn sounded for dinner.
“ The rowers turned the boat toward
We were all, as is is usual at picnics, iu the islet and pushed out vigorously,I
hungry mood, and we did not dine meantime holding the umbrella low like
mincingly.
a tent or awning over my own head and
“ After dinner we lolled about ou the Nellie Morton’s, for now it was rainthe afternoon’scampaign.

Dream As Told

I dined with Charles Sumner, last
Sunday, against my rule ; and, as, I
had stipulated for no party, Mr. Secretary Stanton was the only other guest
besides his own secretary. Stanton is a
man with a very remarkable memory,

wina ^(we had left our bonnets at the
wind
oA?) out of my band. The breeze
si^idi
ided for a moment, then came
again more vigorously than before, and
held on steadily. Generally or frequently a stiff breeze rises on those
lakes about or soon after sunset, but
now the sun was certainly half an hour
high. Sudden squalls, especially when
thunder clouds are hovering near, accompaniedby dangerous disturbance of
the water, are unpleasantly often the

turned by his lavish, adulatory style of
compliments. He raved about my eyes
of heavenly blue, the golden glory of
my mermaid locks, my swan-like neck,
and an endless flow of bathos that
ought to have disgusted me, but did
not ; and so I listened and he ranted.
About the middle of August we made
up amoug our set a picnic party to
drive out to Rice Lake Plains and
spend the day in boating on the
lake, gathering huckleberries, wild
flowers, etc., and generally amusing
ourselves.

began to sing. Hurry, hearing us,

;

;

thought, at tir'd,as my touch fell there,
It bad warmed that heart to life with love ;
For the thing 1 touched was warm, I swear,
And I could feel it move.

To be

The Northwestern Horse-NailCo.’s

"Finished ” Nail is the best in the world.
near by seveAl canoes or row-boats that
dent, without lifting his head or changWe found the portraitthere, in it* place ;
were
kept
for
hire,
and
a
far
proportion
We <»i>ened it in the tapers shine
ing his attitude, “I am ou a great,
Go to Riyxbhide Water Cure. Hamilton. 111.
The gem* were all unchanged ; the lace
of onr band decided in favor of au exbroad,
rolling river, and I am in a boat
Was— neither his nor mine.
cursion on tho lake, some parties going
—aud I drilt and I drift — but this is
WOULD NOT DE WITHOUT
44 One nail drives out another, at least
iu one direction, some in another. The
not business,”suddenly raising his face,
Tho face of the portraitthere, ' I cried,
boats would accommodate only four
and looking round the table as Mr.
" Is your friend's, the Raphael-faced young priest,
persons each, the rowers and two others.
Who confessed her when she died."
Stanton entered, “ Let us proceed to
Three boat-loads, twelve individualsin
business, gentlemen.” Mr. Stanton
all, determined to pay a visit to the
AUNT CHARLOTTE’S YARN.
aud the Attorney-General said, as they
FOR TEN TIMES ITS COST.
walked on together,it would be curious
“Now, Itln, my tleur girl, take my tower on the opposite shore of the lake,
and about three miles farther up. As
to notice whether anything ensued on
advice," said Aunt Charlotte to her
Thfi «reat bcnfflt I received from the use of
we divided ourselves into parties of
this ; aud they agreed to notice. He VEOETINE induce* me to iftve my testimonyin
young niece, “ and don’t imperil your
four, I felt an irrepressibledesire to
it* favor. I believe It to be not only of great value
own future happinessuor be guilty of
“ I must have risen very quickly, for was shot that night. —Forstcrn Life of for restoring the health, but a preventiveof dishave Harry Vane, who had declared for
Dickens,
eases peculiar to the sp> ing anil summer seasons.
injustice by slighting tho man to whom
tho boat was there and I laid my hand
I would not be withoutit for ten times its c'-st.
you have given your troth, or by fool- the tower, in onr boat, so I called out: oh its side, but quick as a flash Down’s
EDWIN TILDEN,
How Mules Came Into Fashion.
“ ‘Harry, are you coming with us?’
Attorney
and OeneralAgei)t for Massactiusetts of
ishly teas-ing him in order to teat his
hand came down on mine, and though
the Crafts in it's Life Assn ranee Company, No. 4'J
meaning by us, Downs and myself.
Few of the farmers of this country
affection. There is a story in my owu
he afterward said that he tried to lay
Sears' Building, llostou,Man.
“I
shall never forget the look of
are
aware
what
a
depth of gratitude
memory that I have never told you ; and
hold of me to assist me, I know that he
mingled pain and pleasure with which
they owe George Washington for the
I could not now bring myself to do so
dislodged my hand. True, I should
he
replied : ‘ No, Charlotte ; George
introductionof mules into general use
only that I see you don’t like me to lecthave upset the boat, and just as true he
Law
is quartered in your boat. ’
for farm purposes.
ure yon, and 1 wish you to learn wisflung me off to perish. As I sank again,
“ It was half-past three o’clock when
Previous to IT^, there were very few,
dom by au easier method than that of
even through the gurgling in my ears,
we landed near the tower and drew the
and
those of such au inferior order Purities the Wood and Restores the
bitter experience.
I heard Harry Vane, * Courage, * Charl>oats up on the beach. This tower was
as to prejudice farmers against them as
Health.
“ When I was a young girl we lived,
lotte, I’m coming.’
an octagon building three or four stories
unfit to compete with horses iu work
as you know, in Canada, in one of the
“
Again
I rose and again sank. Then
in height* consisting of only one room
upon the road or farm. Consequently
small lake-shore towns between Toronto
to each story, with a narrow spiral stair- I ceased to struggle and the paiu of there were no jacks, and no disposition
DEBILITY.
and Kingston. Your grandfather was a
case leading from base to summit. At suffocationwas gone. I knew that I to increase the stock ; but Washington
In this complaintthe good effects of thsVsuEman of note in the town, and I was a
was dying, and like electricity all my
TiKKare realized immediately after commencing
good deal sought after. I was giddy, the top was an observatory not much past life flashed before me. i bad no became convinced that the introduction to take It, as debility denotes deficiency of the
larger than a good-sized bird-cage,
of
mules
generally
among
Southern
blood. There Is no remedy that will restore the
too, and selfish, though I did not then
which had once been furnished with a terror of death, but I longed to ask r,ianters would prove to them a great health from debility like the VEOETINB. It is
consider myself so. I had many adnourishingand strengthening, purifies the blood,
small telescope mounted on a swivel, Harry s pardon. JJowns I seemed to blessing, as they aro less liable to be regulates the bowels, quiets the nervous system,
mirers and suitors, among whom the
directly upon the secretions, and arouses the
but was now reduced to a very common- have forgotten. The tali rice was all injured than horses by careless serv- acts
whole system to action.It has never failed in
one I liked lest was Hurry Vane. From
this complaint.
place spy-glass. The basement was a about me, and I knew no more until a ants.
my very infancy Harry had been my
deep, dungeon-like Hole, with a grated deadly sicknessand great pain woke me
As soon as it became known abroad
gallant, and though I sometimes preMARVELOUS EFFECT.
door through which one entered a sub- to conciousness.Was it the gurgling that tho illustrious Washington desired
tended to be, and sometimes really was,
Mn. H. R. Strvkhs:— Denr .S'ir— I have used tho
water
or human speech that rumbled in
terranean passage leading out to the
to stock his Mount Vernon estate with great blood remedy, VRGETINE.andfeel It a duty
jealous of him or otherwise oflended,
shore of the lake. This tower, with its my ears ? I did not know, I did not mules, the King of Spain sent him a to acknowledge the great benefit it has .done me.
and he the same with regard to me, we
In the spring f the year U62 1 was sick from genlean-to kitchen, or, rather, cook-house, care ; I only wished not to be disturbed jack and two jennets,from the Royal eral debility caused by overwork, want of sleep
always made up again and were better
—uot
to
suffer.
proper rest. 1 was very weak and muen
was built on a hill at the distance of
stables, and Lafayette sent another and
emaciated. I tried many remedies Without refriends than ever ever. There was not
“ Slowly my comprehensionreturned jack and two jennets from the Island of ceiving any benefitf om any of them, until I was
about two hundred yards from the
really any engagement between us,
persuaded to try VEOETINE. Bd'ore I had taken
water’s edge, and was the product of a and I found myself on a bed in the log- Malta.
this one week my Improvedconditiongave me
though Harry had asked me to form
The first was a gray color, 16 hands renewed hope and courage. I continuedto take it
Quixotic Englishman, an old bachelor’s cabin of the mau who kept the boats on
one ; out my parents objected to long
everyday, gaining more strength, until I was
fancy. The whimsicalman did not hire, and it was night, for candles were high, heavily made, and of sluggish completelyrestored to health. The effect of this
engagements, and we were not ready to
burning.
Some
of
my
companions
of
nature. He was named the Royal Gift. remedy, in case of general debility, is indeed
marvelous. ELIZABETH A. FOLEY,
marry. Matters stood thus when, early carry out his original intention of
making a complete miniature castle of , the picnic were there, but I was too ill The other was called the Knight of
‘21 Webster Street, Charlestown,
Mass.
one spring, we had an addition to our
and weary to ask questions.
Malta; he was about as high— lithe, May 1871.
the feudal times, but suddenly aband
list of beaux in the form of a dashing
“ When next I opened my eyes it was fiery, even to ferocity.
oned the enterprise and went as he
young fellow, an Englishman,sent out
A PERFECT CURE.
The two different sets of animals gave
came, nobody knew whither. This odd daylight and my father anil mother
CiiAittiKSTowK, June U.lWl.
by a wealthy firm of the mother counlym the most favorableopportunity of Mr. H. R. Ftkvkhs ;—/)enr .Sir -This Is tocertify
little tower had been surrounded on all were bending over me.
try for the purpose of establishingau
that VEOETINE made a perfect cure of me when
“ Suddenly I remembered something making improvements by cross-breed- my attendingphysicianhad pronounced my case
sides, save the deep tank next the
agency in their line of business.His
water,
by
a diminutive moat, which was of the drowning and I cried out, Where ing, tjio result of which was the favorite consumption,and said I couht not survivemany
headquarters had been at Montreal, but
MRS LKDfiTON, 35 Cook Street.
jack, Compound, because he partook of
now a dry ditch filled with weeds and is Harry ? He said he was coming.’
The facts stated hr Mrs. Ledstou are personally
he now announced his intention of makknown by me, and thev are true.
wild flowers ; there, too, was the wreck
“ They hushed and soothed me and I the best point in both the original. The
ing our town his home during the sumA. D. HAYNES.
of a toy-like drawbridge, and within the suppose administered a narcotic, for I General bred his blooded mares to these
mer.
Yi getino Is Sold by nil Druggists.
inolosure were several quaint-looking have only a faint recollectionof lying jacks, even taking those from his family
« He bad a good deal of leisure, and
garden-chairs cut into the stumps of on a bed iu a covered conveyanceand coach for that purpose, and produced TLHQ DDIMTIUR 111 If was manufacturedby
spent no inconsiderablepart of it at
such superb mules that the country was I nio rnm i mu iniv w. n. wilsor a co.,
Harper’sBuildings, New York. For eale bv Chicaour house, or
promenading the trees. There was a family residing in of being annoyed by the jolting.
go Newspaper Untou, 114 Monroe-et., in 10-lb and
the house, at least they made it an oc“The next time I awoke my mind all agog to breed some of the sort, and 26-lb
streets with me. I could scarcely set
packagee. Also a full aeeortmentofJob Inki.
they
soon
became
quite
common.
This
casional residenceduring the summer,
was clear, I recollected all, and begged
my feet on the sidewalks without enbut that day they were absent, and tho to be told how I was saved. My friends was the origin of improved mules in the
countering him. His name was Downs,
lotta bustle.
garrulous old servant in charge showed evaded this questsou,and my sus- United States. There are now some of
DliilonmAwardand he claimed to be of aristocratic
ed nr the Ameritho third and fourth generation of
us over the premises.
picions
being
aroused,
I
demanded
to
parentage. He was handsome and affacan Inetltate each
“ We stole down by the light of a
Knight and Malta and Royal Gift to be
year, A. W, Thomae,
see Harry Vane. Finding they could
ble, though rather supercilious, withal
IPatentee
and Manufaclantern through the underground pasno longer put me off, they told me that found in Virginia,and the great benevery distinguished in Appearance ; so
turer,for the Lightest,
sages to the opening on the lake ; we Harry rescued me and swam with me fits arising from their introduction to
Strongest and moet
no wonder tho giiip uf our set wished to
comfortable Bustle—
climbed the steep stairs and peeped toward the islet, where one of the boats the country are to be seen upon every
The Standard Lotto—
attract his attention, and were envious
through the old spy- glass ; sat in the had just landed. Another gentleman cultivated acre in the Southern States.
thatcanbeworn. Slsee
of me. Of course I was proud of my
to suit every style of
grotesque chairs, and gathered bouquets waded out breast high to meet him, aud
dreie. Wholeeale Depot!
conquest, and perhaps carried myself a
The area of Colorado comprises 105,1)1 WIIITK STKKKT, NEW YORK,
from the quondam moat. All these drew me to the shore, supposing that
Utile haughtily in consequence. For
708 square miles, one third plains, the NO I RACE STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
vagaries consumed so much time that,
Harry was following. But Harry did
some time H'trry pouted, then openly
before we were aware, the sun was going not follow, and in the excitement about remainder parks and mountains. It is
remonstrated, even pleaded ; but as I
down the westward slope in a way that, me he was not missed until too late. 275 miles from north to south, and 380
angrily asserted my independence, he
when we noticed it, sent us to our boats Whether he was exhausted or whether from east to west. It is as large as
finallydesisted from all apparent notice
Pocket Photoscope.
with speed. We were soon gliding over he took a cramp no one could tell. This New England with Ohio added, and is
of the mattor ; and whenever we met he
larger than all the Middle States, and
the water iu jovial spirits and at a fair only I know and never shall forget
treated me with indifferentcourtesy,
great MAosirriRopower, used tor detecting
rate of motion toward the camping Harry Vane was drowned in saving my nearly as large as Great Britain or Ger- Has
Counterfeit Money, Shoody tn Cloth, foreign suband altogether showed a manly selfmany.
stances
in the Eye, in Woun-ie, etc., and to examplace on the shore next home. The life. This also I know : I shall live
command, iwhich l did not fail to note
ine Insects, Flowers and Plante, to detect flaws
three boats kept near together,and as
Lorenzo Abbott, of Hillsdale county,
and die Charlotte Kemp. As for
and admire. Still 1 must confess that
we went we sang Tom Moore’s Canadian Bowqs, I hated then, I bate still, the Mich., claims to have the largest operat that time I gave very little thought
boat- song. Just as our voices wer#
sound of his name. He left our town ating sugar bush in the United States.
to Harry or to any of my old admirers ;
ringing out
almost immediately after the occur- He taps 1,800 trees, and in favorable
it seemed wonderful to mo how com“
Row brothers, row, for the strum run* fast,
rence
; and I never saw his face after the seasons makes from 5,000 to 10,000
The rapids are near and tbe daylight in past,’
pletely I was fascinatedby the preposOfflc?!foM40NamRuat. SUt. whe’rlyou .aw thU.
pounds of sugar.
a
sudden
breeze
almost
took
the
light
day
of
the picnic."
sensing stranger.
;
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A Dumb Dialogue.

CONVENTIONS AND ELECTIONS.

The Dost Position for Sleep.

wrenches one badly to step on the
Political Calendar for the Siiiiiiner and
Aatauin.
wrong stair, but few can help laughing
ronrucoMiNO conventionh.
at the awful strides he makes. It is
Time. Slate. I'artp. Place.
equally funny to see a man meet the
July l—Iowtt ......... Hepublicin....D(HiMolne*.
July 1R— lltdlint ..... Democntlc...Imliau»iK)lii. wrong “ customer,” and go to talking
July 2tt— MhIiiuje. .Deuiocriitlc...
Montudiuery. and gesticulatingut him us if he were
Aug. 5— Kmih#* ....... Farmer*' ..... Toj>«ka.
It

..

Aug.

6 — Michigan ..... Kef ora ........ LaiiKimr.
Aug. 19— iVnnsylvanift.Ucpubllcan. . Harriaburg.
Aug. 19 — l>une*Hee .... Democratic
. N a»*h ville.
Aug. 20— Ohio .......... Democratic. ...Columbua.
Aug. 20— Pfiinaylvauia.Democratic. . Harrisburg.
.

.

.

. .

.

.

rOHTHCOMINO STATE ELECTIONS.
Time. State. u/naau to t<e Cfimen.
Aug. 3— Kentucky ..... Congreasinm.
Aug. 0— N. Caroliua..Cot)greunieu.
Aug. IH-OUio .......... Adoutiou of uew CoDatltu'n.
Sept. 1— Vermont ..... •Mate officer*, Congressmen
Kept. 2— California. . .Cougre<*nicu.
Kept. 14— Maine. ....... 'State officers,Congressmen
Oc. 13-ludUua...;..State officer*, Oongreismen
Oct. lu— lows ......... State officers, Congressmen
Oct. 13— Nebraska.... * State officers,Congressmen
Oct. 13— obiot ........ Htate officer*, Oongressmen
Oct. 14— (leorgia ...... Congressmen.
Oct. M—W. Virginia..Congressraeu.•
Nov. 2— Louisiana. Htate officers, Congressmen
Nov. 3— Alabama ..... 'Ktate officers,Congressmen
Nov. 3— Arkansas ..... Congressmen.
Nov. 3 -Delaware ..... *81*10 officers, Congressman
Nov. 3— Florida ....... Congressmen.
Nov. H— Illinois..... Ktate officers, Congressmen
Nov. 3— Kanras ....... *Htateofficers,Congressmen
Nov, 3— Maryland .....Congressmen.
Nov. 3— Mass ......... ’Htateofficers, Congressmen
Nov. 3— M iohlgan ..... ’Htate officers,Congressmen
Nov. 3— M tnnesota . Congressmen.
Nov. 3— Mississippi.. Congressmen.
Nov. 3— Missouri ......’Ktate officers, Congressman
Nov, 3— Nevada ....... ’Stateofficers, Congressmen
Nov. 8— New Jersey . .’State officers, Congressmen
Nov. 3— New York .... 'Ktate officers, Congressmen
Nov. 3— Ohio; ........ Htate officers, Congressmen
Nov, 3-Pa.J .......... State officers, Congressmen
Nov. 3— lihode laland.Cougressmen.
Nov. 3— S. Carolina. ..’State officers, Congressmen
Nov. 8— Tennessee. . ’Htateofficers,Congressmen
Nov. 3— Texas ........ Congressmen.
Nov. 3 -Virginia ...... Congressmen.
Nov. 3— WiHConsiu...Congressmen.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•Governorswill be elected in these Mates ; lu the
others minor Ktate officers.
tThe annual electini; in Ohio will take place as
usual ou this day if the uew Constitution is rejected.
’If the new Constitution is ratified.
{A Lieutenant-Governor
aa provided by the new
Constitution, will be elected for the first time in
Pennsylvania.

The Wages

;

now. The whole story of the

fair

woman makes a

romance os brilliant and
dramatic as ever fell from the pen of a
French novelist ; her beauty has made
itself felt m many countries ; she has
grasped at differenttimes power and
position.

have no wish to dull the dramatic

story iuto a tedious sermon. But
is the

end of

it after all ?

What

omen LOOK

PALE AWD

mmm

NICK,
from no other cause than having worms In tha
stomach.

his views on the best position for the
bodv during the hours of sleep

what

are the

i?

tie

Over 81 Competitors.

BROWN'S VKRMlVrOK COMFITS

;

wlU destroy Worms without injury to tho child,
r'r.o tn.m .11.010.:

M1„„fSr,„cu,

Baron KeioUenbacli, by a largo numberot experiments With sensitiveand I lnKorithorinJnrlouiin*reJ:euUniuai:yuiedin
somebody else.
feeble persons, found that they would ' worm preparations,
Joues|went to the deaf aud dumb asy- be thrown iuto a very uncomfortable or
ccbtis .t brown, pwprietora.
No. »i5 fmtou street,New York.
lum the other day to inspect the spasmodic conditionwhen they lay
iW<t by Draagitit ond Chimiiti,ami dtalertin
institution.Upon entering hq, en- their heads to the south, and still worse Ueiirintt,
at twEETT-rtva cmTi a Bon.
MART-HOOK. LOCK-STITCH
countered a man, evidentlyan inmate, when their heads were to the west ; but
and he at once endeavored to explain that when he turned theip with their , nOU8EHOLDAVi»>’ "’*,i *«>»» iMfcrl
to the man by making signs upon his heads to the north and their feet to the
To all persons suffering
PANACEA
fingers that he wanted to look through south, they were quiet and comfortable.
from Rheumatism, Neursigla,
the place. The man also made signs This harmonizes with the idea of a
AND
Cramps lu the limbs or stomwhich Jones could not comprehend. magnetic earth current going from
FAMILY ach, Bilious Colic, Pain tn tha
Then Jones made other and more elab- north to south, or at least in the direcorate motions, which set the man at tion of the needle, thus throwing the
LINIMENT. back, bowels or side, we would
work with greater violence, and for the warm principle toward the feet when
say Tin HouseholdPARAOBa
next ten minutes they stood in the hall the head points northward, while the
HOUSEHOLD
A!,D Fabilt Lirisiint is of all
gesticulatingand twisting their fingers distress occasionedby lying with the
others tha remedy yon waut
without either being able to compre- head tf the West may bo accounted
PANACEA forlutarnalaudexternaluse.
hend what the other meant. Finally for 011/ the supposition of an electric
AND
It has cured the above comNo. 6,
Jones became angry, and in an outburst current moving irom west to east, at
of wrath exclaimed :
plaints lu thousandsof cases.
right angles with the magnetic current,
FAMILY
USE.
“ 0 ! get out, you idiot ! I'm tired thus throwing the cool element to the
There Is no mistake about It,
of bothering Irith you !”
Heavy Tailoring and Leather Work*
feet, jnat where it should not be. This I LINIMENT. Iiryit. Bom t>v ati prug«ieti.
Thereupon the man said, “ That’s last direction must be particularly in- ! f owbkhe a tvckrb. jb Railroad PinoaT New- Attention la Invlt.'d to the Superior Etralleae*
just what I was going to say about jurious to delicate ladus, iu whom the Aj urk, N. J., will send une K. V. M. FlutingMa- of this Machine, some of the points of « hich art;
* 1
1
1
chine, 0 in., to any address, C. 0, D. PileegT.
l.-A Higher Rata of Spted, with less liability to
~~
electricalelement already predominates
Wear.
tho address of ton porsons with 10
“Oh ! you cau speak, can you? Then too much, especially at the extremities ANY •ending
•4. Simplicity of Constructlou, and Ease of Maneta. will receive, /ret, a beautiful Chromo
agament.
aud thstructlona how to art rich, post- J.-Tositivauasaaud Certainty in all Ita Movewhy didn’t you do so, and not keep me and these were the class of persons with
paid. t'ify Nmtty On., MR B. Pth-st., phi la .Pa.
ONE
ments.
staudiug motioning to you ? I thought whom Keichcnbachexperimented.
4,-Tho Independent T*kfl-up. drawing np the
^GKNTN
>V ANTKI>-Neu or Woman. $34 a
you were deaf and dumb.”
1 would recommend the northeast as
Stitch when the Needle is entirelyout of the
week or $100 forfeited. The itertt fret. Write
floods
“And I thought you wore,” said the a still better direction for the head than at once U. COWKN A CO., 8th St.. New York.
-Unrivaled Strength of Seam aud Baauty of
Stitch.
man.
the north, as it throws both the cool
PICK DA Y ComraiSBlnnor $30 a week
Salary, and expenses. Wanfforltand will O.-A'laptahllity to a much wider range of Work
“ I came here to inspect the asylum,” current toward the head aud the worm
than any other Sewing Machine lu existence.
pay It. Apply now. U. Webhcr 4k t:o..Marlon,0
said Jones, “aud I took vou for u pa- current toward the feet. The observ7«-lt Is the only Sewing Machine adaptedto the
a DVKRTI8ERSI Send 96 cents toOEO. P. ROWStaying of Buttonholestn Ladles' Shoes with
tient.”
ance of theso rules of position
lIlcll
KLL A vw„
CO., 41 Park „„„
Row, New York, for tbelr
Cord withoutiho use of Feteut Attachments
»»»»*»• i,o"tainlnKiisiaofwoe newstherefor.
“ That’s what I came here for, aud I save a vast amount of headache, nonI’UINCIPALOFFICE,
thought you were an attendant,” said rulgin and distress of the brain and uerthe man.
™us system generally. I lay down '
!
NO. 625 BROADWAY, N. Y.
Here Jones and the man shook hands these rules, not as a mere theory, but a curity.state amount you dratm tn invest. AdAKeutiee fliroiiKltuiiithe L'lvlllied
and hunted J^ip £a genuine attendant, fact established by my own experiencedr0M 8ocur,ty*'u,ld8' ^ °Cincinnati. World
and went away happy. After this, Jones as well as that of others, and it is high
will always use his tongue, uo matter j time our physicians begun to look into
up Clubs in Town* and Country for the oldest Tea
where ho is.
Co. in America OreatcatInducements. Send for
; these important health laws, which, if
circular. CANTON TEA CO., 14* Chambers 8t., NX
I habitually violated,will imperceptibly
The Widow’s Protest.
" Ladies' Pkikxd" contains7 articles
! undermine many a delicate constitution.
FOR THE
needed by every lady— Patent NcedleOne of the saddest things that ever
Thret(ler,SciiB(>rs,Tii!iuble.Ac.—
guarancame under my notice (said the bankPresence of Mind.
teed worth $1 60. Sample Box. by mail,
to cents. Agents wanted. PLUMB A CO.,
er’s clerk) was there in Corning during
Says the Portland (Me.) Press: On
UK B 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
the war. Dan Murphy enlisted as a ' Tuesday, a woman, who resides at FerWanted at once to learn
private and fought very bravely. The yy village, and who comes over to the
teb-graidilug and take
FOR FOUR MONTHS.
offices ou new Hues
hoys all liked him ; and when a wound, | cjty frequently to assist families in their
which we art furulthby and by, weakened him down till house-cleaning,started to return to the lug with operators.Salary from to fclUO per
' fr
free.
carrying a musket was too heavy yjork Cape in the evening, but was too late month. Circulars mailed
N. W. TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE. Janesville.Wie.
for him, they clubbed together, luid to catch the last ferry-boat. Although
PAPER,
DK. SAM'L. H. FITt II’K
fixed him up as sutler. He made moimy a young woman of considerablepersonal
theu, and sent it always to his wife .to attraction,she is not devoid of pluck,
bank for him. She was a washer and and she determined to walk homo by Will be sent free by mall to snv one sending tbelr
address to 714 Broadway, New York.
ironer, and knew enough by hard ex- way of Portland bridge. The hour was
On July 6 we shall begin the publicationof ths
perience to keep money when she got late, between 10 and 11, but the woman
highly Interesting serial story,
it. She didn’t waste a penny. On the trudged along, carrying a large bundle WorltiiB^oiTdeATaU^hstilDtc
entitled
\
wis.
contrary,she began to get miserly as which had been given her by the family
her bank account grew. She grieved with whom she had been working. As
to part with a cent, poor creature, for she passed the little clump of woods ou
twice in her hard-workinglife she had the cross-road that connects the Cape
known what it was to be hungry, cold, Elizabeth road with Ferry village, a
Psrtleesending us FIFTY CENT* will refriendless, sick, and without a dollar in
man suddenly stepped forth with the receive the
the world, and she had a haunting dread mark : “ Good evening, Miss, allow me
The latest and best Music Bo»k for the Sunday
of suffering so again. Well, at last to escort you home.” “ Thank you sir,” School aud tbo Homs Oirdit.Rumple Copy sent on
Dan died ; and the boys, in testimony, said the woman-bold as a lion, where receipt of 30 cents. LKE A SHEPARD. Boston.
of their esteem and respect for him, most women would have been scared to
KJC WCCE88 BEYOND COMPETITION.KC A large forty-eight column paper, for four months,
BTATI PAIR
FAlU FIRST
FIOMT PREMIUMR
PRKXIUMS WITHIN UO containingthis charming novel complete, totelegraphed to Mrs. Murphy to know death— “ but unless you have had the DV STATE
Movtiu, awarded Nellis'
gether with a large amount of other Interesting
Ori(inal
Harpoon
Herse Hay
if she would like to have him embalmed
small-pox, I would advise you not to
Pork. Alio.taaaTi iilklods
reading matter, tuc'itdtiigail the NEWS OP THI
A|t'l Steels A Irani, temaud sent home ; when you know the approach me. I am only allowed to go
DAY, Short Stories, Poetry, <fc. Address
pered by Nsllli* Fruceei u>
usual custom was to dump a poor devil out in the evening, and am now taking
raltallklndi ofMlI. Fwu
* neritelnPeropkleta free.
CRAMER. A1KENS A CRAMER,
like him iuto a shallow' hole, aud then some soiled linen from a patient, to be
A. J. NRI.I.IS A CO.,
Proprietor!, Milwaukee,Wii.
Pltubonrh. re.
inform his friends what had become of washed.” It may be unnecessary to retW
Back
numbtrt
'led.
him. Mrs. Murphy jumped to the con- mark that the individualiu question
clusion that it would onlv cost two or gasped out an “ Oh, Lord I” and the last
Day guaranteedueingwr
three dollars to embalm her dead hus- seen of him was a pair of coat-tails
VEGETABLE SICILIA! 58>^:Dwell
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of Sin.

Not many years apo a clergyman of
one of the strictest of sects in a neighboring city— a man eminent forhis piety
anil learning— had a daughter, a girl of
unusual beauty and charm of manner.
Much of the story tells itself in those
facts. The child Mas no doubt carefully taught and tenderly loved. Father and mother gave her to the Lord
mother and father, too, as the wisest of
fathers and mothers will do, were secretly glad of her beauty, and prophesied a fairer future for her from it.
Why should they not ? The world has
no future fairer than that before a
woman, young and good and beautiful.
There is no scepter with rule so absolute aud sure as rose-tintedcheek and
brilliant eye — no royalty that gives so
prompt and keen a pleasure to its possessor. When it belongs to a woman
in a happy home, where she is faithfully
loved, and from which she looks up
faithfully from her daily work for Him
to an unseen Father and Helper, it matters little whether the home be rich or
poor. Her happiness is founded on a
rock. This girl went into a home, where
she was, we have every reason to believe, loved and guarded from temptation. How temptationcame first, or
how she fell is not worth the telling
now, even if any know. It is enough
to say that, with the teaching of her
youth and her father’s prayers before
her, she chose a brilliant life of profligacy and crime.married and was divorced
once or twice, dragged into the courts
the men whom she alleged had wronged
her, was known in this city and many
others as a woman of exceptionalcharm
and power, which was never exerted to
a good end, carried her charm and reputatiop to Europe, and finally,having
cozened a hoy, the nephew of the Czar,
to his undoing, ran away to Paris with
the jewels he had stolen, and is there

We
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E. 1). Babbitt, 1). M., in bin new
book, the “Health Guide,” thus gives
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band, so she telegraphed“Yes.” It making good time toward Portland
was at the “wake” that the bill for em- bridge.
balming arrived and was presented to
An Intelligent Juryman.— The inthe widow.
telligent
gentlemanof the jury, accordShe uttered a wild sad wail that
ing
to
the
Montgomery, Ala., Adverpierced every heart, and said : “Sivinty-

_

HAIR
RElfEWER.

This standard article Is compoundedwith the
foive dollars for stofliu’ Dan; blister tiser, was discovered in that city, re- greatest cars.
cently,
by
being
brought
before
the
Its effects are as wonderfuland satisfactoryaa
their sowls ! Did thim divils suppose
ever.
I was goin’ to start a Museim, that I'd city court as a juror. “Would you
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
color.
be daliu’ in suchexpinsivecuriassities!” convict a man ou circumstantial eviIt removes all eruptions, Itching,and dandruff;
The banker’s clerk said there was not dence ?” queried his honor. “I dunno and the scalp by Its uso beoomes white and clean.
By Its tonic propertiesIt restores the capillary
a dry eye in the house. — Mark 'Twain. wat dat is,” answered the juryman, glands t< their normrl vigor, preventingbaldness,
If (he Mfnmurh Is Wrong all is wrong
“ Well, what do you think of it ?” in- and making tht hair grow thick and strong.
Tarhabt's Krrr.BvascKNT Bxltzkk AraaiaxT
As
a
dressing
nothin*
has
bsuu
found
so
effectual,
terposed the judge. “ Well, ’cordin to or desirable.
while acting es u correctiveupon that organ
Migration of the Buffalo.
my judgment, sarcumstanshil is ’bout Dr. A. A. Haves, State Assayer of Massachusetts, gently expels all morbid mettsr from the aliment
There is a feature 111 the migratory
says of it “ I considerIt the beet preouruUonfor ary canal, amtimpertsa healthful activity to th(
dis : Ef one man shoots anudder, an’
Sluggish liver. Sold by all druggists.
ta intended purposes.11
character of the buffalo not generally
kills him, he orter to be hung for it ; ef
known, except to hunters, and that is,
he don’t kill him, he orter to go to de
that the vast body of the herd is never
plenipotentiary.”
found in the same district of country
two seasons in succession. The buffalo THIRTY YKAKS’ KXPKKIKNCH OF AN
glriBS'*3OLD KURSK.
of North America forms an immense
Mo * - c ^
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING BTRUP IS THR
FOR THE WHISKERS.
army, marching in one continuous cirPRESCIPTIONOP ouo of the Isit Female Physicuit, but perhaps three-fourths of the
cians au<l Nurses In the United States, aud has
eutire number of which are found been usod for thirty years with uover failing
This elegant preparationmay be relied on to
within a range of from two to three safety and success by millionsof mothers and change the color of the beard from gray or any
other undesirableshade,
brown! or black,
at
v* , to
v/ isvwvvsja
A, Ml
hundred miles. Thus, where buffaloes children, from the feeble Infant of one week old to discretion.It la easily applied, being In one
preparation, aud aulcklr and effectuallyproduces
the
adult.
It corrects acidityof the stomach,roare abundant one year, they are fewer
a permanent color which will neitherrub nor
lloves wind colic, regulates the bowels, and gives
wash off.
the next, until the great body, having
S « S’

BUCKINGHAM’S DYE,

wages which to-day she finds she has
been paid ? The reputation over all the
world of a thief and a Magdalen, and
the stolen jewels in her hand. We have
no intention to join in the hue and cry.
Qod knows what claims she has for
mercy. We only wish to say, there are
the wages, and none better are ever
rest, health ani comfort to mother and child. We
paid for such service. No matter how completed its circuit, again makes its believe it to be the Best and Surest Remedy In the
MAXUf ACTUXXD
fair the promise of sin, the score at the appearance. This circuit is completed World tn all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARlast foots up the same.—
York iu about four years. Its western limit RHB1 IN CHILDREN, whether it arises from
is the eastern base of the Rocky Moun- Teething or from anyother cause. Pulldirectlons
Tribune,
R. F. HAIL A CO., Nashua, U.
tains, and its eastern is bounded by a" tier using will accompany each bottle. None Genuine unless tbo fao-stmlleof CURTIS A PERKINS Is
Road Steamer.
marginal outline of civilization, ex- on the outside wrapper.
Sold bu all Drugffuii and DeaUn in Afcdictne.
An ingenious Scotch engineer has in- tending from the British settlement*on
BOLD BY ALL MBDICINI DBALBRB.
troduced a road___________
steamer upon
>n the streets the north to Northern Texas on the
The Secret of CsiptlTatlon.-Peatures of
"THE THRESHER OF THE PERIOD.'
of Glasgow, the successfuloperation of south. The range of latitude traversed
Grecian mold, a well-turnedneck, and beautifully
which, and its absolute freedom from has for many years been about twentyrounded arms, are no doubt very nice things to
objection of any kind, are believed to three degrees, extending from the Cross
have, and ladlee who poesese these charms have
have solved the problem of steam loco- Timbers of Texas to the tributaries of

Ta7

» •»

v

*

a*
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H
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motion on common roads, which has Lake Winnepeg on the north. The reason to bo thankful to Mother Nature: yet, alter
all, the meet captivatingof ell womanly charms
given rise to so much investigationand band travels southward on the eastern Is a pure, fresh and brilliant complexion. This
experiment of late years. By this new line, and northword on the western, superlativefascination any lady may secure by
arrangement, the engine attached to the never crossingthe Rocky Mountains.
using Ha a xx’ i Maqxoua Balm.
road carriage is 90 simple in constructYe Old Mexican Mustang Liniment boa
Reduction of Value in Chemicals.
tion, and so completely under control,
produced more cures of rheumatism, neuralgia,
that it is possibleto stop the carriage,
The hydrate of chloral, which in 18C9
sprains, scalds, burns, salt rheum, sore nipples,
when traveling at the rate of six miles cost $80 a pound, so that each sleep
swelling, lameness, chapped hands, poisonous
an hour, within a distance of fifteenfeet. produced by it could be reckoned at $1,
An annulus, provided for the emission is now advertisedon the list of a Ger- bites, sttngs, braises, Ac., Ac., on men, women and
children, and sprains, strains, galls, stiff Joints,
of steam in a coutiunous glow, prevents man chemical factory at about $2 a lufiammatloa, Ac., tu beasta^thkn all otbsr liniThis Is the fhmona “Vibratok"Thrkbhbh.
the noise of puffing and snorting of the pound Such an enormous reduction ments put together. I*, will do what is promised
which hax rreatol such a revolutionIn the tr»<te
engine, and obviates all difficulty aud in the price of a chemical product in so or ye money refunded.
OAd become so FULLY ESTABLISHED OS Iho
•Meaillng Thresher" of this day and generation.
danger- of horses, shying or becoming short a time has rarely occurred. PerThe Urand Resolution ix Minioai.Treat- More Gian seven thousand purchasersand ninety
frightened. It is stated that the in- haps the only parallel case is metallic
xxt, which was commencsd In 18G0, Is still in thonarfhd grain raiserspronounce these machin/*
ventor of this road steamer has applied
the principle here involvedin the manufacture of a private traveling carnage,
and proposes to build steam omuibuses
for city (convenienceand traffic. The
small private carriage, after many experiments in the most crowded streets of
Glasgow, was found to be perfectly
manageable, while the steam omnibus,
according to the plan proposed, will, it
is believed, prove equally favorable in
its operation,besides being froth forty
to fifty per cent, less expensive in working than an ordinary horse omnibus of
the

same

capacity.

sodium, which, a few years ago, could
not be had for $200 a pound, but can
now be made for 75 cents. According
to Dr. Richardson, the secret use of
chloral in England has become so great
that the victims must be put in the
same class as the opium-eaters. In
proof of the enormous consumption, he
states that during the last year and a
half four dealers have sold forty tons,
sufficient to give narcotic doses to 36,000,000 people— in other words, every
person in England could have had one
good sound sleep out of the amount

seed

progress.Nothing can stop It, lor It Is foundedon
the principle,now universally acknowledged,that
physical vigor !» thaaost formidableantagonist
of all human ailments, and expsrlsncehas shown
that PbAXTATioxBitters Is a peerless Invigorant, as wsil as ths best posslbls safeguardagainst
epldemtodiseases.

Reanimating tha Halr.-When ths
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chines, or Separators *Alone/' or Horee Powers
ceases to draw from ths scalp the xatural lubri- •alone, as well as Oraib Raibbrs and Farmkrs who want their grain threshed, saved and
cant whisk Is its sustenance, Ita vitality Is, os It cleaned to the best mi vantage, are Invited to send
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hair aud prevent it from fallingout.
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mation valuable to farmers and thresheruien
Address,
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•s to use Lrox'i Kathairox, which, when well
rubbed into the scalp,will speedily reanimatethe
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P11*0 IllustratedPamphlet
if not promptly attended to,
and Circulars(senf/ree)'giving full particulars
baldness will be the certain result.The one sure
about theso Improved Machines and other informethod of avoiding such an unpleasant catastrophe
were, suspended, and,
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America. Sent
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werc succinctly given by the Board of EdEditor qf the HollandCity Sew:
DearERr:— In your issue of the 20th ucation in their report of 1873, p. 11,
which he read. Besides these, the Profesnst., you say, “another fact which atsor expressedhis conviction that, with the

7b

PMCY

MILLINEHY AUD

GOODS:

WERKMAN &

SONS.

This Finn have brought to thle City one of th
largeut aud host selected stock for the

misun- endowment of the Grammar School of
Jope College, which is nearly secured by
lartmont (of Hope College)is at or of AssistantProfessor Kollcn, and the euowment of the chair of Theology at Hope
opc College is again indirectly placed College, that Institutionwould be secured,
That has ever been offeredto Hollandaiifvicinity.
before the Synod, a conflict of opinion and with a wise administrationof its fiA completeLine of Dry GoodH, Including a choice
which should have been settled years ago, nancial affaire, the West could and would
selection of Dress Goods, Alpaccas, Ginghams, Trimmings and Notions, Hprlng and
take care of it. He also alluded to the aid
.. plain and positive language, for the
Hummer Hhawls, Sheeting and Shirtn the way of necessary books and theoing. In Gent’s Furnishing,Cqthgovernmentof parties here, and no longer ogical literaturewhich the luterestof the
Ing, Hats A Caps, we have a full
eft depend^ upon the interpretation or
unds would give him. This expense had
assortment.
construction of an insignificantat or of." icretofore been his own, as he was a procssor of theology"without oompenmtion."
ftoic!
Crocbry
As I was at the Synod during most of
le concludedwith a statement of the Our Department of Family Suppllea, Flour, Feed.
ts sessions, allow me to say that your
amount of work under which he was laGraham, etc., will receive the same attention as heretofore. No charge for
“ fact” is, in my belief, no fact at all. boring. “I have worked,” said he, “since
delivery.
January
last,
six
hours
in
the
lecture-room
“Whether the Theological Department is
We
are determined not to be undersold. Our
daily, and in my private study besides to
prices compete with those in Chicago
at or qf Hope College”was not before the
get ready for the lectures. When I stagor Grand Rapids.
ynod even indirectly,and I do not know
er from overwork, I lie down and sleep,
Fanners will find with us a readv market for all
t mt it ever has been before the Synod, or
and then, when rested a little,go at it their produce.
Holland, Mich., April 10, 1874. 47-3* -ly
a question at all, at any time. In 1807 again.”
Yours with respect,
t iere was a question somewhat like it beC. E. CRISPELL.
BOW LOST SOW BESIOEED !
ore the Synod, to which you may refer,
Just published, a new edition ol
The reader will readily see the difference
viz. : Whether the Professor of Theology,
Sr. CnlvenriU’i Cilebratidlaw on
between our statement of the Professor’s
the HihHcoI n/rf (without medicine)
ust then elected, was a Professor t/i or at
of SpKBNAToitHtKi'Aor Seminal
remarks and as quoted from the Intelligenlope College. The following resolution
Weakness, Involuntary SeminalLosses, Impotcncy,
cer. Prof. Crispell has receivc*dtwo dif- Mental and PhysicalIncapacity,Impediments to
of the Synod settled the question:
Marriage, etc,; also, Consumption, Epilepsy and
crent appointments,one as Professor of Fits, induced by self-lndnlgence or sexual cxtra|
“ Rewired, That the proper designation
Mathematics, etc., of Hope College, and vagancc; Piles, Ac.
of Dr. Crispell is, “ Professor of Didactic
ISF" Price, In sealed envelope, only six cents.
and Polemic Theology at Hope College, the other as Professor of Theology, at
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
lope College, and received his salary un- clearlydemonstratesfrom a thirty years’ successful
and that the certificateof appointment be
practice,that the alarming consequencesof selfder the former appointment; it being in abuse may l>c radicallycured without the danaltered accordingly."
behalf of an endowment for the latter po- gerous use 'of internal medicine or the application
I do not know that it lias been a matter
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
sition that he addressed the Synod and certain and effectual by means ot which every
of doubt to any one since the adoptionof
no matter what his condition may he,
suggested this new system of disburse- sufferer,
may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
that resolution.It certainly could not lie
ments. Considering the fineness of the
^fTThls Lecture should he In the hands of every
to any one adequatelyinformed.
youth and every man iu the land.
difl’erence,
the
inaccuracy
was
not
very
Again you say, on the third day of the
Sent under seal, iu a plain envelope,to any adsession (of Synod) Prof. Crispell appeared jreat. It is that flnming to which we had dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps. Also, DR. SILLSBEE’S REMEDY FOR
on the floor, and spoke in behalf of the reference in our article of last week, when PILES. Send for circular.
nterestsof the TheologicalDepartment of we stated that the General Synod of the
Addressthe Publishers,
or at Hope College, favoring a distinction Reformed Church, should “ have settled
Chas. J. C. Kline & Co.,
between that and the other departments of years ago in plain and positivelanguage, 1£7 BOWERY, NEW YORK, Post-OfficeBox 4,686.
76-1U7
the Institution, and preferring that the for the government of partieshere.” Nevtracted our attention is, that the

‘

erstanding,’whether the TheologicalDe-
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To the Public of the City
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Store!

Have on hand a constantly replenished, careselectedand ever fresh stock of

fully

In view

of the vacancy in

Silver Plated Ware,

Jdedical (Profession, ocClocks,

casioned by the departure of
Watches,
Jewelry,
my Father Qr. (B. Ledeboer,
l' would respectfully an- Table and Pocket Cutlery,
nounce to my friends and to
the (Public,' that I have re-

SILVER

same may be held under the direct super- ertheless,as long as matters continue in
vision of the General Synod, more inde- this way, and if we should unintentionally
pendent of the Council of Hope College; place any body in an incorrectposition,
also that the endowment for the Theologi- he is at liberty to make the necessary ex-

SETS,

Chair be held by the Synod and the planation through the columns of our pancomc thereof paid direct by the Treas- per.— Ed.
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termed “the Theological Department
of Hope College,” and “the Theological
Seminary at Hope College;” the former
indicating its relations to the College, and

umn

Gallon UI and you may b*
and qualityof
ready to repair,
prices

& SON.

NOTIONS,

the appearance,
our Goods will suit you. We are
lure

WATCHES, CLOCKS OR JEWELR

Judiciouslyand carefully selectedfor
the season, and comprising the most complete assortmentof Boots and Shoes ever
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8th and

Market
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Wear,
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Desire to inform their many friends and cub
tomers that they have on hand and for sale

Cash Paid for Hides.
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Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

the Latest Styles.
CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING
Done at abort notice.

Boots & Shoes,
Etc., Etc.

Our prices compare favorable with those
of our neighbors, and it is our purpose
to compete successfully with the trade outside this city, intendingnot only to satisfy
our old friends,but to draw a new trade to
this city and the Boot and Shoe Store of
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Store,

E. J.
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At
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was no movement toward the endowment of the Theological
Professorshipat Hope College. In June
of that year the following action was taken : “ Finally, your committee desire to
suggest that among the great tilings to be
done this (centennial) year, it would be
wise to include the endowment of a professorship in the Theological Seminary at
Hope College, anti propose the passage ot
the following resolution: Rewired, That
the interests of our Church at the West
would be furthered, and a most important
advance be made in the efficiencyand sta
billty of our educationalinstitutionsthere

lege.”
No one, however, was authorized to col-

Hats

view

to

CO.

& Caps,

Feed and Grains.
is

complete and selected with

accommodate the various classes of Trade.

WE SELL
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Everything in the line of Produce will find with us a ready
market and tne highest prices. J. DUURSEMA & CO.

RIVER STREET,

KEARNEY’S

-

- HOLLAND, MICp.

personal'
H. Carpenter would

Holland City and vicinity, that
after twelve years’ experience
in the practice of Medicines,
Surgery and Midwifery, he is

EXTRACT BUCHU now
Permanently Cures all Diseases of the

permanently located

in

where he will continue to practice his profession.
Existing in
Children,
tlTNO MATTER WHAT THE AGE! Returning his thanks for past
Prof. Steel says: “One bottle of Kearney’s patronage, he hopes to receive
Fluid Extract Buchu is worth more than all other
a share for the future and to he
Buehus combined.”
Price, One Dollar per bottle, or Six bottles for
aide to satisfy all reasonable
Five Dollars.

Consequent upon this action,the following articles were agreed to by those authorized to collect for, and when endowed
to name the Professorship: 1st. That it
shall he named “ The Huguenot Professorship of Didacticand Polemic Theology at
Hope College.” 2nd. Should, however,
an individual or a definite number of persons be found to endow the chair in full,
said collectors may change said name to
one more agreeable to said donors. In
such case, all moneys given by other parties shall he used for the endowment of
some other theological chair at Hope Col-

Glassware,
Provisions,

Crockery,
. .Stoneware,

Mucus

*23-1.
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BLADDER, KIDNEYS, AND DROPSICAL

Huguenot Professor-
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hi
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Colcnlus Gravel orBrlckdust Depositand
or Milky Dischargea.

States.

Dr. J.

A Physicianin attendanceto answer correspondence and give advice gratis.
sistant Professorsin the Theological DeIW Send stamp for Pamphlets,free. 1*21-172
partment he authorized to make collections with a view to the endowment of the
-TO THEChair of Didactic and Polemic Theology,
permissionbeing given to such collectors
to give to the Professorship when endowed
such name as shall he found to meet the
OF
SEXES.
approbationof those by whom the endowNo
Charge
for
Adeiee
and Consultation.
ment may lie made.”

Notions and Trimmings,

Clothing,
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to 1871 there
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“ IMred, That the Professor and As-
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by the endowment of a professorshipin
the TheologicalDepartment of Hope Col-
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Brick
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Holland, April 1,

In

And

GOUT, GRAVEL STRICTURES, DIABETES, DISPEPSIA,NERVOUS
DEBILITY, DROPSEY,

from the other departments.
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Youths,

BRIGHT’S DISEASE,

give universal satisfaction.Call and counsel
with a doctor who will promise you nothing but
what he will falthftilly perform, and will correctly locate your disease and give you a correct diagnosis of your eases w ithout asking you scarcely
a question. Liver complaints treated for fifty
cents per week, and other diseases In proportion.
Council at the office free.
Liver Complainttreated for fifty cents per week
and other diseases in pronortion. Counselat the
office free. Medicinesent t»y express all parts of the

the latter its relations to the Synod. (See
Unituri
Minutes of Synod, 1871, pp. 301-2, 300,
309, 310-11, 313.) The Theological School Non-retention
or Incontinenceof Urine, Irritation,
luflumatlon or Ulceration of the
is a department of Hope College, but has
relations to Synod special and different

In a Thoroughly SatUfactory Manner.

Corner of

The only known remedy for

is

AND

Shoes,
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separated from the other. Hence what
a- of self must not lie regarded as selfish.
In the amended constitution of Hope
College “ the Western Theological 8choo ”

M. D.
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floor,
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38

has for the past twelve years been lo
cated In Opera Block, has now, since be
urer of the Synod to the Theological Proing burned out* removed his stock to 88 Canal
street, where he continuesto cure every descripfessor of or at
College,and not
tion of Acun, Chronic and ’Iuvatk Disxase,
through the Treasurer of the College, as
on the most reasonable terms. He manufactures
all his remedies from the raw material, hence,
heretofore.” In this paragraph there are
known to be purely vegetable. He uses no
many inaccuracies
untrue — unintenMinerals or Poisons. Having prescribed for over
eighteen th( usnnd patients within the past ten
tionally untrue— statements.
correct
Wauled by the undersignedall the wool they can years, without losing one op them, where he
Cull at the meal market of H. Van Deb was the only doctor called. He guarantees reathem I send you for publication the report buy.
Haab, w here we will pav the highest market price. sonable satisfaction In the treatment of eveiy "
VAN DER UAAR A METZ.
of my remarks as given in the Chrintian
disease which afflicts humanity.
Holland, June 18,
121-124.
He keeps constantly on hand over 800 kinds of
Intelligencer.
the most choice Root’s.Bark and Herbs, and over
100 kinds of his own manufacture of medicines.
“Professor Crispell appeared
the
He Is to be found at his office at all hours -day
floor of Svnod, and said :
or night.
Personal interests are often so related
Among the leading articles of medicine manufactured by him are his Liver Strips, Couoii
to general intereststhat the one cannot be
Struts, and Female Restoratives ; all of which

Landegend’ s brick building,
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solved to remain here and
reside in this city, and practice my (Profession.I have

office
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Mill

Dr. J. B. Dyott. graduate of Jefferson Medical
College,Philadelphia, aothor of several valuable
works, can he consulted on all diseases of thc’Sexnal or Urinary Organs, (w hich he has made an especial study) cither In mail or female, no matter
from what cause originating or of how long standing. A practice of 80 years enables him to treat
diseases w ith success. Cures guaranteed. Charges
reasonable.Those at a distance can forward letter
describing symptoms and enclosingstamp to prepay iHistage.
Send for the Guide to Health. Price 10c.
J. B,

DYOTT,

Physicianand Surgeon,UU Duane

St.,
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D.,

N. Y.
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ship. 3rd. That the money, when

expectation.
Holland, Mich., May

River,

curing the full endowment.
The Professor then made a request “that

Holland.

Stationary and School Books.
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Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made In the conditions of
payment of a certain Indenture of Mortgage, which
was made and executedby Nceltjc Zalsman and
Pieter Zalsmun her husband,of the City of Holland, Ottaw a County, Slate of Michigan,lo Henry
I). Post, of the siune place, on the twenty-sixth
(26th) day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousandeight hundred and seventy-one (A. D.
1871.) which was recordedIn the Officeof the Register of Deeds of the County of Ottawa in the
State of Michigan,on the twenty-seventh(27th)
day of September, lu the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred
U;
1871.) at ‘2 o’clock P. M., on page 280, of Liber TN
of Mortgages.In said office, which said mortgage
duly Mslined by Henry D. Post of the City of
Holland, Ottawa County, State of Michigan,to
Jan Trimpeof the same place by a certain deed of
assignment, executed and dated on the thirty-first
(81st) day of March, In the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, (A. D.
1873.) which said deed of assignmentwas recorded
in the Office of the Register of Deeds of the County of Ottawa. In the State of Michigan, on the
floenth (15th) day of April. In the year of our Lord
mo thousand eight hundred and seventy-three
ffriTlTO at B-o’clockA.M., on page 6UJI of
Liber “8” of Mortgages in said office, by which
default the power of sale contained In the said
Mortgagehas become operative,and on which Mortgage there is now claimed to be due the sum of one
thousandone hundred and seventy-sevendollars
and twenty-nine cents, (|1.177.29)of principal and
Interest, together with an Attorney’s fee of twenty-

and

L

col
lected. shall he paid immediately to the
Treasurerof General Synod, to be invested
by Synod’s Board of Direction, and that
the interest thereof shall he paid to the
St.,
Professor of Didactic and Polemic TheolI would inform the Public that by an lncr®ape^
ogy at Hope College as a part of his salary supply of neccessarytools and machineiy I am
as teacher of theology. 4th. That thirty better enabledthan heretofore to mwUhetr wMts
thousand dollars Is regarded as a full en- and satisfy all who have BOOK BINDING to larform, of w hatever kind or nature It may be. I “nan
dowment of the theologicalchair.
give this branch of my bnsiness ®‘,reIP*rt’cu
Progress has been made In the work, tentlon than heretofore.I have limited my I rude
and hopes are entertained of ultimately se- exclusively to

A. CLOETIUGH,

15,

•sts and charees of said foreclosure and sale, as
so provided In said Mortgage; and no suit or proalso
ceedlngs, cither in law or in equity, having been
•mmenced for the foreclosure of said Mortgage,or
the collectionof the debt secured thereby, or any
part thereof,Notice Is therefore hereby given, that
by virtue of the power of sale In said Mortgage
contained, I shall sell at public auction to the
highest bidder, the lands and premises described
In said Mortgage, on the fifteenth(IMA) day of Swtember. In the year of our
em thenie^ e^t
hundred and eetenty-four(A. D. 1874). at two octoek
In the afternoon qf that day. at the front dwr of the
Court House, In the City of Q™" J

^

the funds that have been and shall be
And will keep constantly on hand an assorted
raised for the endowment of the Chair of
Stock of all kinds of
Didactic and Polemic Theologe at Hope
Paper,
College be held by the Synod on the same
Envelopes,
basis, and with the same relationsto GenWriting Books,
eral Synod as the endowment of the other
Pens,
theologicalprofessorships of the Synod;
Pencils,
and that the income of said funds, when
further known and described
e
Albums,
collected, be paid by the Treasurer to the
' Dinrics, Etc., Etc.
lccon^^n7^o^tIh^n*pt^^^|V,*
Professor of Didactic and Polemic TheoloAlso a full line of
of 'uMn.irl.t.r or pwd.
Coont,
gy at Hope College as salary, the same as
similar incomes are paid to the other theoConfectionary
Toys.
Dit“ JAN TRIM PEv AMtoirn qf Mortqagu.
logical professorsof the Synod.” He
H. D. Post, Attorney for Aetignee.
49-3s
A. CLOETINGH.
stated that reasons enforcing his request
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